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Abstract: Transcriptional regulation is the mechanism in the cell that controls when
and how genes are expressed into proteins. This document gives an overview over
current computational approaches that try to predict “motifs” that control the pro-
cess. Motifs are short degenerate words or patterns within promotor sequences, pu-
tative binding sites, which are commonly usually upstream of a gene. The two com-
mon approaches in bioinformatics (matching against known representatives and ab
initio prediction) are presented. For the latter, we describe algorithmical details of
most existing implementations and introduce a tool that could simplify everyday
work with these programs.
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Découverte de motifs dans les séquences promotrices
Résumé : La régulation de la transcription est le mécanisme principal dans la
cellule dirigeant quand et comment les gènes sont exprimés en protéines. Ce
document donne une vue globale sur des approches in silico essayant de prédire
les motifs qui déclenchent et guident le processus d expression. Ces motifs sont
des mots dégénérés, assez courts, parfois appelés patterns , représentant des sites
de liaison putatifs dans les séquences promotrices en amont des gènes. Les deux
approches courant en bioinformatique (comparaison avec des bases de données et
prédiction ab initio) sont présentées. Nous développons plus particulièrement le cas
de la prédiction ab initio à partir de séquences, en expliquant de manière détaillée
l algorithmique de la plupart des implémentations et présentons un outil qui pourrait
faciliter le travail quotidien avec ces logiciels.
Mots-clés : régulation de la transcription, analyse des promoteurs, découverte de
motifs, prédiction de sites de liaison, apprentissage automatique, bioinformatique.
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This text is accompanied by additional material on the internet:
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includes the text itself
in html and pdf format and a big zip-file containing 150 — and therefore most –
articles on motif discovery that were available for free on the web. The reader will
also find there a database with the 60+ algorithms reviewed in this work, together
with short comments, pdfs, links to implementations and downloadable programs.
This is an online-version of Table 2.1 on page 32, but easier to use and to update.
All data there can be changed and restored by anyone, similar to a Wiki-Web.
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is the website for the open-source
software Jannotatix as presented in chapter 4, together with instructions on how
to run it on different operating systems, how to download source via CVS and a
description of its file format.
This text was set with the KomaScript-classes for LATEX.
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The intention of this work is to give an overview of motif discovery algorithms.
This is an area where many articles have been published recently1 that all resemble
a lot. Like many fields of bioinformatics research, while getting more and more
mature, motif discovery is not very fruitful for biological applications if it does not
incorporate specific knowledge of the domain. A good idea, a new approach and
an efficient algorithm is not enough: If the method wants to be actually used (and
cited), it has to take into account biological knowledge, which usually means a
lot of tedious reading in biology or bioinformatics, and communicating a lot with
biologists.
Therefore, we tried to include as much biological background as possible. On the
one hand, to make it possible for computer scientists to follow the assumptions that
some newer algorithms make, on the other hand, to derive improvements how to
continue from there. So we arrived at adding a lot about motif scanning, since it
is older, closer to biology and includes many good ideas that could be incorporated
into motif discovery. This enlarged the list of relevant reading even more but we
find the result very consistent and easier to follow than the opposite, a context-less
start into motif discovery, which would present it like a string-search problem. The
reader will see that there are a lot more properties of the strings in the DNA than in
a normal text and the “longest common substring problem” is only distantly related
to motif discovery.
The thesis includes the most complete list of articles, algorithms and programs in
motif discovery covering the last 10 years that is known to the author. Its structure,
by coincidence, is almost identical to a recent review, published in late september
last year (Pavesi et al., 2004a)2, but remains much more comprehensive, cover-
ing many more algorithms and explaining a lot more scoring schemes. At the end
of the thesis, conclusions are derived that could guide the design of new discov-
ery algorithms. In addition, we developed a program that, being an interface, is
closer to down-to-earth programming than complicated research but can dramati-
1 The bibliography of this text lists more than 250 references of which more than 100 were published
in 2003/2004. Admittedly, quite a few are related to general promoter analysis or motif scanning.
2 The text of this study was written between July and December 2004
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cally simplify working with and comparing different motif discovery and scanning
algorithms.
If you are a biologist that already knows a lot about binding sites, then you might
consider skipping the complete chapter 1, whereas its tables are still interesting in
our opinion. Even without a solid background in transcriptional regulation, you can
safely ignore the first three sections and go to page 9. In the case that you are not
working with micro-array data or don’t have many similar promoters at hand, don’t
worry about chapter 3 with its formulas, you won’t need both anyways.
For computer scientists without a profound understanding of biology, the first
sections try to start as gently as possible. For the general biological introduction,
we used the well-known Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al., 1994) but any
similar molecular cell biology textbook should serve the purpose.
Depending on their preferences, computer scientists might be surprised to find
few formulas in the following chapters. This is simply because the text is a review,
that is trying to extract the main ideas and not a new piece of research. (Liu et al.,
2004b) is a Masters Thesis with the same topic as this one, written at the same
time. However, it opted to design yet another algorithm. The result has a worse
performance on artificial sequences and is only compared to one other program on
real examples.
In the context of bioinformatics, we do not consider algorithm design an art in its
own right, but rather would like to see every step guided by previous research or
biological examples. As mentioned before, this means a lot of literature mining and
reading, a task that has, as we hope, become easier with this text. At least for the
following months...
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According to the central dogma of molecular biology, DNA first gets transcribed into
RNA, which is subsequently translated into proteins. This is called gene expression, a
process which is well understood today – we know pretty well how DNA codes for
proteins. However, the central dogma doesn’t say anything about why and when a
gene is transcribed, we know little about the control of expression.
The situation is familiar to a programmer who has been working with a piece
of uncommented source code (possibly his own): Although he knows very well to
which result a command leads, it is very difficult to tell when exactly it is executed.
This depends on special kinds of keywords in the source code: Control statements
1. Introduction
like if...then, repeat...until, etc. They all influence the order in which commands are
executed. Trying to figure out the final result for a given input can be more complex
than the task the program has to solve. Actually, complexity is more a question of
the control statements’ structure than the number of commands.
In gene expression, the most important mechanism for determining whether or
not a protein will be produced is control of transcription initiation (Lodish et al.,
2000). Here, the production of RNA is regulated. Only when certain conditions
are met (not too cold, not too hot, only if male, only if muscle-cell, etc.) should
a gene be decoded. Of course, the final decision can be made at any time during
expression: Even after translation, the cell could still decide to throw away the
current product. However, this is not a very efficient way to control the production
of proteins. Therefore, the most reasonable and important stage where expression
is regulated is at the level of transcription initiation, the very first step of protein
synthesis.
To guide the process, we find, attached to every gene on the DNA, a detailed plan
under what conditions and how strongly to transcribe it into RNA. In higher organ-
isms, with their many cell types and complex reactions to (rare) external events, this
plan is much more difficult to read and understand than the control structure of a
computer program, because there is not a handful but quite probably thousands of
different “control statements”. Worse, most of them remain still unknown today.
&'C&' 43'  +  *!@+6$ * ,$ 3  1 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RNA polymerase is the protein that binds to the DNA, opens the two strands and
– starting from a location called transcription start site (TSS) – walks along the
sequence and copies it into RNA. Regulation of transcription thus is the control
whether or not RNA polymerase is able to bind to a sequence around the TSS. It
turns out that the polymerase can not bind to DNA on its own; instead, it relies
on a set of many transcription factors (TF), special proteins that recognize certain
short sequences on the DNA. The polymerase then (often indirectly) attaches to the
transcription factors and the whole complex together is affine enough to guarantee
binding. See Figure 1.1 for the most well-known example from the bacteria E. coli,
the factor called cAMP-CAP and the polymerase, taken from (Lodish et al., 2000).
The recognizing proteins are also called “trans-acting” logic, in contrast to the short
sequences they bind to, which are called “cis-acting” logic, commonly referred to as
3
Figure 1.1.: Cooperative binding of RNA polymerase and cAMP-CAP
binding sites. Other terms - mainly used in bacteria - are activators or repressors for
the trans-acting proteins3 and operators, for binding sites.
The cAMP-CAP-activator recognizes a particular operator/binding site, which is
roughly TTTACAC+17bp. of any nucleic acid+TATGTT. The whole signaling process
is now easy to imagine: When the situation of the cell necessitates the transcription
of a certain set of genes (which are all marked with a particular sequence), it releases
the cAMP-CAP complex, which is transported to the nucleus, recognizes its sequence
next to the target genes, attaches to it and by doing so directs the RNA polymerase
to the right place on the DNA.
Of course, for higher organisms, this example is too simple, and one transcription
factor will not be sufficient to encode a complex logic of “control statements”. Eu-
karyotic cells do rarely react to changes in the environment; instead, their genetic
program has to deal a lot with development, they specialized to become a certain
type of cell and then produce only a few, very specific proteins until cell death. Imag-
ine a gene that is only transcribed, if the conditions “cell is part of head”+“not in
bone or flesh’+“no neighboring cell is a hair-producing cell’ are met. Here at least
three factors have to be involved, as a “signal” which genes are to be transcribed
and which aren’t.
For pro- and eukaryotes equally there are also ubiquitous transcription factors
which always bind to the RNA polymerase and to almost every gene. For this
study they are not of much interest, it should just be noted that they are called
3 In eucaryotes, TFs that do not bind to the DNA directly, but are layered on top of other factors, are
called mediators or co-activators (Zvonimir Marelja, personal communication)
1. Introduction
Model Estimated Estimated Genes Source
Organism number of number of per TF
genes TFs
E. coli 4300 240 17 (Robison et al., 1998b)
S. cerevisiae 6100 203 29 (Harbison et al., 2004)
A. thaliana 28000 1500 18 (Riechmann et al., 2000)
D. melanogaster 14000 1000 14 (Levine & Tjian, 2003)
H. sapiens 25000 3000 8 (Levine & Tjian, 2003)
Table 1.1.: Number of genes and transcription factors and their relation
Figure 1.2.: Length of a major part of known binding sites
For this graph, we parsed all 690 binding site matrices included in Transfac 7.4 Professional,
representing about 14,800 individual binding sites, with BioPerl and the TFBS Perl modules
from (Lenhard & Wasserman, 2002).
general/basal transcription factors (bacteria: σ-factors) and will be needed all the
time but therefore do not seem to fulfill very specialized regulation functions. Our
focus here lies more on inducible or upstream factors.
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As noted before, the role of TFs is to recognize 5 to 20bp-long short sequences
(Rombauts et al., 2003) on the DNA, called binding site, motif or box. Yet the way
how to bind to the double-helix must be different from those that might already be
known to the reader. Restriction enzymes, for instance, bind to DNA as well, but
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always to a unique and exactly defined sequence that is used to direct their activity
very specificially. On the other hand, the very long and redundant protein-protein
binding domains often even continue to function although some nucleotides are
inserted or completely changed. The small binding sites on the DNA are a mixture
of both, they do not allow spacers but can tolerate certain kinds of substitutions4. A
given site,     , for example, might still be fully functional if changed to      ,
but not anymore if changed to     .
If some letters are changed, the site will be recognized less easily by the transcrip-
tion factor and the strength of expression will be lower. (Stormo, 2000) This is a con-
sequence of the way factors bind to the DNA and recognize their motifs, since due
to the double-helical-shape of the gene, many TFs can not get close enough to every
base-pair to recognize it. See Figure 1.3 (taken from (Purves et al., 1998) for a well-
known example of how a protein binds to the major grooves of the DNA. Resembling
a clothes-peg5, its two helical parts almost “touch” three to four nucleotides on each
side. However, they don’t get close enough to some of the nucleotides in between.
Even when arbitrarily changed, they would not influence binding of the transcrip-
tion factor at all. If we change some of the more important positions towards the left
or right, then the factor might not recognize the binding site any more. But it could
be also possible that it recognizes the site better, leading to a stronger expression
of the gene or worse, leading to a weaker expression of the gene. So this “blurred”
binding specificity, which complicates the search and analysis of promoters, is re-
ally a biological necessity: Not all binding sites are to be recognized with the same
probability as not all genes should be transcribed at the same rate. If evolution
is allowed to mutate a base-pair without loss of function then sooner or later this
base-pair will change. But evolution will also find the optimal binding strength by
mutating important nucleotides until the gene is expressed at an intensity that helps
the organism to survive.
Not all TFs look like this example: Different protein classes exist, called zinc-
finger, homeo-domains, leucine-zippers, etc.. Yet it is visible from illustration 1.3
that the transcription factor’s shape leads to a certain set of possible binding site, as
some part of the TF are closer to the DNA than others.
4 This is in fact not completely true. There are examples with flexible spacers. (Owen & Zelent, 2000)
and some motif databases allow gaps at least in their scoring model (Quandt et al., 1995). However, to
the best of the authors knowledge, no recent motif scoring or discovery model includes flexible gaps.
Quoting (Sinha & Tompa, 2002):“ Insertions and deletions among binding sites are uncommon, again
because of the fixed structure of the factors’ DNA-binding domain.” (Cliften et al., 2003) claim that
most gapped motifs wrongly associate ubiquitous sequences with binding sites.
5 clothes-pin = clothes-peg = Wäscheklammer = pince à linge
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Figure 1.3.: A leucine-zipper transcription factor bound to DNA
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As the transcription factors help to initiate transcription, it is not surprising that they
bind to a region that is located close to the start of the gene. This region is called pro-
motor6 and its function “is to mediate and control initiation of transcription of that
part of a gene that is located immediately downstream of the promotor” (Werner,
1999). So promotors are the place on the genome where binding sites for tran-
scription factors are located. Like genes, their delineation becomes difficult, since
in higher organisms sites can also be located downstream and up to 100 kilobases
upstream of the start of transcription, whereas in bacteria or yeast they are more
adjacent and compact. (Levine & Tjian, 2003)
Therefore, we differentiate between a core promoter and enhancers: The core pro-
moter is located close to the start of transcription and absolutely needed to bind
general transcription factors with the RNA-polymerase. The enhancer-parts of a pro-
motor (also called: proximal < 200bp and distal7 > 200bp (Werner, 1999)), which
6 Unfortunately, in some publications, “promotor” has the same meaning as “binding site”, see (Praz
et al., 2002) or (Blanchette et al., 2000), which is very unusual, according to most introductory books
about molecular biology that the authors has seen.
7 These distances vary from author to author, some still call 500 bp “proximal” (Zhang, 2002)
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Model Size of Perc. of Binding >75 % Source
Organism Genome noncoding site region
DNA database
S. cerevisiae 12 Mbp 28 % SCPD 500bp (Harbison et al., 2004)
A. thaliana 125 Mbp 65% Plantcare 800 bp (Lescot, 2002)
D. melanogaster 180 Mbp 85% Transfac 1600 bp (Lescot, 2002)
DGDB
H. sapiens 3.2 Gbp 97% Transfac 1200 bp (Elkon et al., 2003)
Table 1.2.: Model organisms and their promotors
The organisms yeast, plant, fruitfly and man and their >75%-region where binding sites occur. This
region has been determined by searching the binding site database from the list for the exact position
of its sites relative to TSS. (at least 75% of the Transfac’s binding sites for drosophila are 1600bp
upstream of TSS, for example). For details on the databases, see Table 1.3. Binding sites in all
databases might be biased towards certains kinds of transcription factors that are interesting to the
respective research community. However, for us, there is no way to deal with this kind of bias at the
moment. We can just hypothesize that longer sequences, like 10 kb, would be advantageous to catch
the more specific elements.
can be found farer away and influences the strength of binding, level of transcrip-
tion or conditions when to do the transcription. The long distances are possible
since DNA can be bent by certain transcription factors (e.g. the TATA-binding pro-
tein (Forget et al., 1997)), and so a site far away on the sequence can be very close
if the double helix is viewed in 3D. See Figure 1.4, taken from (Purves et al., 1998).
As we cannot possibly describe everything around a gene and search for promotor
elements everywhere, biologists seem to concentrate on particular regions upstream
to TSS where most binding sites are concentrated. Table 1.2 gives an impression of
the these regions’ size. For bacteria, the distance is considerabely smaller, roughly
60-100 bps. ( (Lodish et al., 2000), p.358).
The part of the genome we are mainly interested in is therefore the 0.5-2.0 kbp
stretch upstream of the genes’ transcription start site. Unfortunately, for complex
eukaryotes, the TSS is difficult to find. This is a fundamental problem for every-
one working on human promotors as a large number of sequences might contain no
single binding site and further processing can be completely flawed, making motif
discovery futile. This problem is discussed in Appendix B on page 105 and algorith-
mically very different from motif discovery.
It leads to the consequence that most programs which analyze promotor regions
on human, mouse or rat genomes do not extract the 1200 bp suggested by table
1.2 but use 2000 bp instead, in order to catch at least part of an incorrectly placed
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promotor. Actually, since binding sites can be placed much farer away upstream, so
extracting more would pose many advantages but as it will also increase the noise
and false predictions, 2000 bp seem to be a commonly accepted compromise at the
moment.
When speaking about promotors, a simple kind of classification from biological
literature should be noted: The distinction between TATA-less and TATA-promotors.
This means that the corresponding promotor either lacks or contains a binding site
for the TBP-transcription factor, which recognizes roughly the sequence “TATAAT”.
It is the most well-known basal binding site also called Pribnow-Box, described in
the early 80s; it has special mechanical properties (Fukue et al., 2004), 20% of
promotors in yeast seem to contain it (Basehoar et al., 2004) (Cliften et al., 2003)
and roughly 32% of those in humans (Suzuki et al., 2001). Similar prominent basic
or basal elements like TATA include INR, the GC-Box (88% (Suzuki et al., 2001)) or
the CAAT-box(60%), which all bind general transcription factors. A subset of them
can be found in almost every promotor.
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As promotors group together a plethora of different binding sites which in turn
attach to each other, to co-activators or the RNA-polymerase directly, it is obvious
that the resulting assembly of various proteins has a rather complex structure and
the influence of every part on the whole is difficult to predict. See Figure 1.4 for an
example from (Lodish et al., 2000) that shows an activated transcription initiation
complex for the TTR-gene in mice. The difference to Figure 1.1 is striking.
This could be the reason why complexity of an organism is not directly reflected
in the number of transcription factors. It is more the number of combinations that
count. Although a human cell should be much more difficult to regulate than that
of yeast, the number of transcription factors did not increase with genome size (see
Table 1.1, fourth column). Admittedly, other explanations might also be possible,
like basic network laws8.
As for binding site combinations, another idea is never explicitly noted in biology
books; the different forms of how transcription factors can interact suggests an anal-
8 In networks, the number of possible links increases exponentially with the number of nodes. Here,
genes could be seen as nodes and transcription factors as links.
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Figure 1.4.: Eukaryotic Promoter Complex with TFs
Figure 1.5.: Transcription Factors’ ways of cooperation and analogies to boolean op-
erators
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ogy to logical expressions9: If two factors bind to each other and are only recognized
by the polymerase if both are present, then they could be seen as connected by an
AND-relation. If one of the TFs blocks the other one, e.g. when their binding sites
overlap, they encode an XOR (the blocking TF is then called a repressor). If either
one can induce transcription by binding the polymerase, we could speak of an OR-
relation. This kind of logic is written on the DNA, by virtue of the right arrangement
of binding sites. And since transcription factors can be layered on top of each other,
they can also express a concept like brackets in algebra (imposing a certain order on
the boolean expressions).
It is hard to find biological examples for all of these cases, but the idea illustrates
that – at least theoretically – there is little limit to the complexity of control that
could be encoded using binding sites as all basic boolean operators are present.10
Therefore, “any gene will typically have its very own pattern of binding sites for
transcriptional activators and repressors ensuring that the gene is only transcribed
in the proper cell types and at the proper time during development” (Pedersen et al.,
1999). So predicting the function of a gene from its promotor-sequence alone will
be close to impossible, given the number of transcription factors involved and their
mostly unknown side-effects on each other. Another conclusion is that small dele-
tions or even point-mutations in a promoter can have huge effects on the transcrip-
tion factor assembly. The modification of one single base can turn upside down
the whole transcriptional program of a gene, as it may trigger – in rare cases–the
binding of other factors. We know from computer simulations that common single
point mutation rates are capable of producing adequate genetic variation to create
the complex binding sites known from real genomes. (Hengen et al., 2003, Stone &
Wray, 2001)
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There is a large percentage of the genome, once called “junk-DNA”, that is not ded-
icated to encode proteins, but serves other purposes, like regulation. See Table 1.2
for an impression of the huge amount of still largely uncharacterized sequence data.
With the huge genomes in higher eukaryotes like plants or humans, there is only
9 The analogy of a “molecur flip-flop” has been suggested by (Hengen et al., 2003). They describe
overlapping Fis-binding sites in the E. Coli genome which (in the nomenclature) of this study would
represent AND-relations.
10 Other forms that resemble XOR: Attachment by one transcription factor to another one, in a way
that prevents it from binding to the DNA.
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very little space constraints for the placement or number of binding sites and also
enough place for other elements that regulate transcription.
DNA is not linear in the cell but wrapped around histones. Their shape can pre-
vent the RNA polymerase from binding, if the core promotor is hidden in wrapped
DNA by special proteins. Other proteins can deacetylate the histones, which makes
them positively charged and binds the double-helix tighter, preventing general tran-
scription factors from attaching. The opposite has also been described, hyperacety-
lation, which facilitates binding of transcription factors. Another way to “silence”
a promotor is modifying the DNA itself, by methylating11 the cytidine nucleotide
which binds the deacetylase protein just mentioned, which in turn will repress tran-
scription (for a recent review, see (Felsenfeld & Groudine, 2003)). In short, there
might be other factors, invisible from the sequence alone, that influence transcrip-
tion. So even if all possible effects of the many combinations of factors and sites
mentioned in the last section were known and verified by in vitro experiments, many
of them might still never touch an RNA-polymerase in vivo.
As we do not know enough about the intricate interplay of transcription factors
since experiments take a lot of time, we cannot predict binding sites from sequence
alone with enough reliability (see below) and do not know the other factors inhibit-
ing or directing transcription, the documented examples of annotated binding sites
for a given set of promoters are very rare. The authors assume that at the time of
writing this renders ideas futile that try to predict function of promoters with formal
languages, binary operators or grammars, since there is only very little data to train
these algorithms on. A good starting point might be the genome of yeast, for which
a collection of all binding sites has been assembled recently. (Harbison et al., 2004)
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If a transcription factor is already known and available, then an amplified piece of
DNA can be cut into many pieces and mixed with the factor. With a Southern Blot,
pieces can be filtered by weight, extracting only those that are bound by a protein. If
a certain segment of DNA is known to be bound by a protein, then the DNA-region in
consideration can be “digested” by DNAase, an enzyme that removes all DNA that is
unbound. Having removed the transcription factor, the rest can then be sequenced.
After all this, only one single binding site is known.
11 Adding a methyl, CH3, group
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With newer methods like SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential
evolution), many different short random DNA-oligomers can be created together, are
filtered, re-amplified, filtered again in cycles and finally sequenced. By this, many
different sites can be obtained in parallel. As there is criticism that SELEX does not
model the natural selection (Shultzaberger & Schneider, 1999), DNA microarrays
(Bulyk et al., 2001) might be the best solution for high-throughput binding site
determination. For this assay, many double-stranded short oligomers are bound
to a glass plate (like in RNA microarrays), the proteins are then poured onto the
plate. Binding is signaled with flourescent markers and many bound sites can be
determined with just one assay.
However, all this just gives in vitro-results. To find out if a certain position on the
genome really contains a functional, active binding site, one has to pass a lot more
time in the lab. The promoter-DNA of cells has to be extracted, the binding sites
in question deleted and the whole sequence put back into the genome and the cells
(transfection). Then the cells are grown, possibly until a new organism is developed,
e.g. a full arabidopsis plant. If the plant changes or the organism is different or dies,
then it is obvious that the deleted sequence was a binding site for a protein.
A quicker way to determine binding sites is Chromatin-Immunoprecipitation
(ChIP), but it is only available if both the transcription factor is known and an anti-
body (=a protein that binds to the TF) for it is available . For ChIP, all proteins are
fixed to the DNA in living cells, so they remain at their current location. Then the
DNA is sonicated into many small fragments, the parts with the TFs are filtered out
using the antibody and the DNA is separated and sequenced. These sequences can
be treated with DNAase and sequenced afterwards to discover the real binding sites.
As a quicker alternative, they can be poured onto a DNA-microarray that contains
all n-long oligomers of the sample sequences. The DNA will then hybridyze to the
spots that resemble the reverse-transcribed binding site. This technique is called
ChIP-on-Chip, ChIP-Chip or Chip2. Its results are a set of sequences that are n bp
long, where n can exceed some hundred basepairs. (Liu et al., 2002) Therefore, in
the final step, the sequences from the microarray have to be searched for a word
they have in common. (An application of motif discovery, as introduced in section
1.3, but on data that are a lot less noisy and much clearer and simpler to analyze
than promoters.)
Sometimes an antibody is not known or difficult to obtain. For one of the cheaper
ChIP-kits, Active Motifs ChIP-IT, for example, only 10 antibodies are readily avail-
able. Other companies like Acris sell more than 22,000 different ones. But when we
do not know the transcription factor, several antibodies have to be tried. Referring
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to table 1.1, we see that 1500 transcription factors are assumed to be present in a
given plant cell, so the applications of ChIP are limited as a biologist can not try all
known antibodies.
Therefore, if the TF is unknown, one has to delete parts of the promotor region in
order to find the binding site. This means iteratively cutting out a sequence of 100
bp for instance, then transfecting the cell with it, possibly followed by deletions of
smaller regions, e.g. 10bp. By repeating this, one is finally able to drill down to the
active binding site and hopefully also the transcription factor bound to it. In the end,
the site will be part of a published article. To avoid duplication of work, published
sites will be picked up by special companies or academic teams who will feed the
site, gene and transcription factor into databases. These can later be consulted by
other biologists before starting their own experiments on a gene (see Table 1.3).
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As mentioned in section 1.1.3, binding sites are still recognized even if some of
their nucleotides were not perfectly conserved during evolution. Yet over the whole
length of the binding site, not all positions change equally. After multiple sites
that are recognized by a transcription factor have been identified and are put into
databases (see Figure 1.712, table a), one can count the number of times a certain
nucleotide at a position has been found. The result is called a frequency matrix, ta-
ble b). The nucleotide most often found at a position could be seen as representative
and is used to construct a “consensus”-string for the binding site (see also Figure 1.7,
part c) However, it also evident that positions exist where several bases can occur13
and some that really never change the nucleic base. This can be explained by the
physical factor-DNA interactions, as the TF is sometimes not able to distinguish an A
from T or other letters, especially when the DNA is far away from the protein’s bind-
ing domain, yet another protein comes in the way or the nucleic acids are hidden
inside a bent double-helix structure.
Biologists know this very well since the 70s (Pribnow, 1975), but until about 10
years ago, there was no commonly accepted method to distinguish between “strong”
and “weak” bases. Coloring the letters is sometimes used (Lodish et al., 2000) or
12 Adapted from (Wasserman & Sandelin, 2004): The original table d is missing some minuses. In
addition, the pseudocounts used to calculate table d are not
√
8 as stated in the paper but roughly
0.711, according to Mathematica’s solver...
13 Still, “it is often a transition (that is, the substitution of a purine for a purine, or a pyrimidine for a
pyrimidine) rather than a transversion” (Sinha & Tompa, 2002)
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Name Focus Number of Scan URL
Article on ... Sites / Algorithm
Matrices
Transfac Prof. 8.3 Mammals 14,406 MatInspector
          	
     (EUR500/year)
(Matys et al., 2003) 735 Match/Patch
Genomatix Library Mammals N.a. MatInspector
          
   	  
  (EUR360/year)
No article 600
TRRD Mammals 9500
(Kolchanov et al., 2002) N.a. BLAST
             	
        
           
Transfac Public 6.0 Mammals 6,627 MatInspector
                 	
   
(Matys et al., 2003) 336 Match/Patch
ooTFD Unknown ∼6000 TFSiteScan
         	  	  
  

 
    
(Ghosh, 1998) N.a. ProfileScan
Plantcare Plants 435 MatInspector
      	                
      
(Lescot et al., 2002) 435a
Place Plants ca. 400 Signal Scan
                  
   
  !   
(Higo et al., 1998) N.a.
Jaspar Mammals ?
(Sandelin et al., 2004) 111 Consite
                " 	  

DPInteract E.coli 800 BlastN
               #      
   	       
(Robison et al., 1998a) 55
SCPD Yeast 530 ?
         	          
  
  	   
(Zhu & Zhang, 1999) 25
DGDB Fly ? ? disappeared?
(Mohr et al., 1998) ?
Table 1.3.: Some binding site databases and their motif search algorithms
a Plantcare does not seem to make a difference between site and matrix. We do not know how MatInspector is supposed to find
the best five conserved positions in this case.
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Figure 1.6.: The share of model organisms in binding site database entries
Transfac Pro 7.1 MATRIX-table was parsed with Perl-Scripts. If a matrix was created from more than
one organism, it was counted several times. These data represents roughly 14,800 individual binding
sites.
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bold font TATAAT (Alberts et al., 1994). Better methods include the RegExp-like
patterns already known from protein domain descriptions, like in   
 
    . For
degenerate consensus strings IUPAC14-abbreviations are often applied to represent
ambigous positions which would, for our example, lead to    (W representing
a T or A).
The now generally accepted model of how to store all acceptable binding sites for
a given TF is, however, a table that states for every position four counts, one for
each of the letters A,T,C,G (see Figure 1.7, table c). To the user, the simple counts
are usually presented as in part d of figure 1.7, obtained by calculating frequencies
from table c and taking the logarithm of it. Zeros are replaced with pseudocounts
first to avoid log(0). These likelihoods are also called weights (Staden, 1984). They
are calculated according to the following formulas:
p(b, i) =
fb,i + s
N + 4s
Wb,i = log
p(b, i)
p(b)
where p(b, i) denotes the probability of nucleotide b at position i, f(b, i) is the
count/frequency of nucleotide b at position i, s is the pseudocount, Wb,i is the re-
sulting weight and p(b) is the background-probability of nucleotide b.
The position weight matrix can also be represented graphically as a sequence logo
(table f), with letters scaled proportional to their frequency, stacked on top of each
other. At the same time, the whole vertical size of the stack represents the infor-
mation content or conservation of a position: The higher the information content
(IC) for a position the better a transcription factor can recognize a nucleotide at this
place of the binding site. If there is only one base, the information content is 2 bits.
It will decrease as the data for a position gets more “noisy” and will finally reach 0
bits if all nucleic acids are equally probable (the formula for the IC is given on page
20). With the logo/matrix approach, one can easily distinguish strong from weak
positions and can even score the degree of conservation, as opposed to consensus
strings.
Therefore, the original string-based consensus sequence model should be avoided
(at least the one without ambiguity symbols), as the differences to the weight matrix
accumulate with every letter: Only 14 out of 291 binding sites really are identical
to     , all the other ones have mismatches at the “weak” positions. (Schneider,
14 International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, there are 11 symbols for every possible combi-
nation of 	
	 the most common one is N, for “aNy” nucleic acid
17
Figure 1.7.: From validated binding sites to the motif weight matrix
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2002) Even with IUPAC-wildcards, consensus strings can suddenly change a lot, as
soon as a rather unusual site is added, see table b of figure 1.7, where site 8 has an
extreme effect on the final consensus string.
On the other hand, consensus strings will not die out, as they can be simply writ-
ten down on paper by anyone. It is impossible to search Google for matches to a
matrix but every search engine accepts strings. And when we try to make a list
of all possible motifs, an exhaustive enumeration of all consensus strings poses no
unsolvable problem, whereas trying all different matrices is clearly impossible15.
But the weight matrix represents the different binding energies of the transcrip-
tion factor to every base: The better a site conforms to the weight matrix, the more
often the factor will bind to it and vice versa. It is a model that reflects better the sub-
tle mechanisms of physical binding which allow for very fine-grained control over
the gene’s strength of expression. (Stormo, 2000) Binding is not a yes/no-decision—
every letter contributes to the process and every letter with a different weight. Just
as every binding site contributes to the final binding specificity of the transcriptional
complex with a different weight. If consensus strings are used, these weights and
their information are lost.16
Apart from the matrix representation, more expressive models have been elabo-
rated as well, for it has been suggested that the positions in a binding site are not
independent of each other. This is a typical application for machine learning algo-
rithms, like hidden markov models or bayesian networks, both of which have been
applied (King & Roth, 2003) (Barash et al., 2003) to the problem, or more elabo-
rated matrices (Zhou & Liu, 2004) (for which details will be given in section 2.3.9).
Nevertheless, it seems that the more complicated the model gets, the more training
data would be needed. But at the moment — given laborious biological experiments
— only a couple of sites have been collected for every annotated transcription factor.
15 Even if only a precision of 0.1 is needed, there are still (10, 000)l possibilities for all matrices of
length l, as opposed to the consensus strings, where there are only 4l different ones without and 15l
with IUPAC-symbols.
16 If word-based models do not incorporate the contribution of every single base into their model,
their decision of binding/not binding ignores these weights. Example: When doing matching to a
grammar, in a word-based model, two binding sites might be equally probable, as they only differ in
one letter from the consensus. However, in one case this letter could be located at a position that has
a high weight. In the other case, at a position with a low weight, i.e. the mismatch would have no
consequence. Both together might indicate binding of a certain complex, for which a grammer might
indicate other factors that bind nearby. However, all conclusions would be invalid, as the first binding
site is not an active one. Completely different grammatical rules should be applied instead, but the
system would rather be mislead by the many false positives.
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So for most of the known binding sites, the probability weight matrix is not too bad
an approximation, as shown by (Benos et al., 2002)).
The company Genomatix further groups matrices in their database, unlike Tran-
fac, into families. The sorting is done by a program which compares all pairs of
matrices and their information content. (according to Dr. Klaus May)
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Information Content (IC) is well-known to all computer-scientists from Shannon’s
information theory. The height of the stacked letters in a sequence logo is the IC
for one position. In Figure 1.7, part f, the Information Content of position 4 is the
full 2 bits, so the transcription factor can distinguish all four bases on this position.
As all binding sites contain the letter C on the 4th position in table a, we see that
evolution did not allow other nucleotides there and the TF can gain the complete 2
bits of information from this nucleotide, which leads to a very high letter C in table
f. With b ∈ {A, T,C,G} and fb as the frequency of base b at the current position,
known from the frequency table (see Fig. 1.7, table c), we can calculate:
ICpos =
∑
b
fblog2
fb
pb
(1.1)
The variable pb is the frequency of b in the whole genome. It is needed to make up
for biased genome compositions, found in some organisms, like S. cerevisiae (A+T:
64 %).
Equation 1.2 is known as the information content relative to background, also
called Kullback-Leibler-Distance or relative entropy (Hertz & Stormo, 1999). A nice
property of all log’ed-likelihoods is that the probability of a sequence can be cal-
culated by simply adding over the individual likelihoods of all positions instead of
multiplying them. Given a matrix of length len, its total IC is therefore:
ICmatrix =
len
∑
pos=1
ICpos (1.2)
ICmatrix can be seen as a measure for motif conservation: The better a motif is con-
served, the more its IC will be close to 2 · len bits. It can also be interpreted as the
information gain of a transcription factor after having recognized the site. For exam-
ple, with a genome of 12 Mbp and 1 binding site to be identified we would expect
information content to be close to 20 bits (log2(12, 000, 000)). If the IC is lower, the
motif becomes too weak and wrong sequences would be incorrectly recognized. If
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Figure 1.8.: Information Content of matrices in Transfac 7.4 Pro
For details on this diagram’s data preparation, see page 5
the IC is higher, the organism is wasting energy on a too specific transcription factor.
See Figure 1.8 for an impression what values of ICmatrix can be found in Transfac.
The IC is also related to thermodynamics, as it measures the relationship between
the strength of the physical interaction between a protein bound to its motif and the
protein bound to any arbitrary DNA sequence (Hertz & Stormo, 1999)17 This is the
physical binding strength between the two molecules18.
The IC could be viewed as the amount of information the transcription factor can
distinguish. For computer scientists, this should be easy to grasp via the follow-
ing analogy: The genome is something like the memory. The transcription factor
is an object that searches – or better: transmits – an address of a certain type,
like the address bus in a computer. The addressing scheme is the weight matrix.
And the binding-site is something like an “address”: It identifies a particular place.
When addressing one single position on the genome (a rare case, just for illustration
here), we need as many possible combinations in our adressing scheme as there are
17 And is a good example why Shannon referred to Boltzmann/Gibb’s works when establishing his
information theory, as the latter is only a generalization of rules already known from thermodynamics.
18 Yet another way to arrive at the Information Content is a statistical model, assuming that a sequence
is either generated by the background or by a weight matrix. Then the maximum log-likelihood that
a given substring was generated by the weight matrix is the information content (times the substrings
occurrences). (Eskin, 2004)
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basepairs on the genome. Therefore, the IC of a matrix should correspond to the
expected IC which depends on the genome size and the number of occurrences of
a binding site (ICexp = log2
size
occurrences
). The theory seems to be valid for bacte-
ria, where there is really only one transcription factor (activator) “searching” for its
sites (Schneider et al., 1986). However, since eukaryotic transcription factors are
combinatorial by nature and never occur alone, we would have to sum over the IC
of all motifs involved in the regulation of a eukaryotic gene to do similar estimations
there.
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Since there are databases that list binding sites with matrices or consensus strings
(see table 1.3), the logical next step are programs that scan a promoter for these.
A piece of promoter, e.g.           can be scanned for a consensus se-
quence     . This could also be called site scanning, site matching or scoring a
sequence (Quandt et al., 1995) against a matrix. In this example, one site is present,
though with one mismatch. However, we know from literature that the consen-
sus   	 is a better description of the Pribnow-Box, as its last nucleotide is only
weakly conserved and allows for T and A. With the new consensus now there is
something like a “half” mismatch in the example sequence. For a more complex ex-
ample, see Figure 1.7, where the consensus 
  
 is derived from some
experimentally verified binding sites. We could now scan parts of a promotor (e.g.
a substring of the same length,          ) against this motif to find its in-
stances and count how good the hit fits the search string (here: four mismatches,
several “half” mismatches).
TESS (Baxevanis, 2002), for instance, is one of the scanners for consensus se-
quences. It calculates a score on the full and “half” mismatches – the better an
instance corresponds to the ambiguous symbols, the higher the score.19
But since weight matrices better indicate how well an instance conforms to the
motif, we should use the whole matrix from part d of Figure 1.7 instead of the
consensus, as no information is lost there. If a given promotor contains the 14bp-
long sequence          , then, by summing over all weights for these letters
from the matrix in part d, its substring would (see part e) score 5.23 bits. This
seems to be the scheme applied by Signal Scan (Prestridge, 1991), one of the first
19 Actually, for the case of TESS, this score is the same as converting the ambiguous symbols to a
weight matrix and then calculating normal log-ed probabilities again. See next paragraph.
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implementations, and the scanning part of the more recent Consite (Sandelin et al.,
2004) (see below).
If the weights were not given as log-likelihoods but as probabilities pi, the product
of the probabilities of all letters from a string would give the total probability that
the string was generated by the matrix.
Pstring =
∏
pi (1.3)
There are numerous ways to improve on this simple scanning, as it has been
noted, especially by the people working on the Transfac database, that it is usually
sufficient to count only the well conserved positions of a motif. Therefore, MatIn-
spector (Quandt et al., 1995), still the most used scanner at the moment, looks
only at the five most conserved nucleotides (the core), as it considers the others
too unreliable (taking also into account that they are not calculated from many too
many sequences anyway). Match (Kel et al., 2003) is an improvement that sums
the weights of the core and the other positions in two separate scores. A hit is only
signaled if both exceed a certain threshold that is specific for every sequence and
developed by the matrix database curators. To derive these, positive sequences that
contain the motif and negative, second-exons regions (supposed to contain no bind-
ing sites at all) are scanned. Then the thresholds are set to minimize either the
false positives (# of found instances on the negative set) or the false negatives (#
of missed instances on the positive set).
OTFBS (Zheng et al., 2003) is a very similar motif scanner but tries to reach
certain predefined p-values for the thresholds. PRIMA (Elkon et al., 2003) and
the methods in (Marino-Ramirez et al., 2004) set thresholds by scanning HMM-
generated background sequences instead as a negative set and estimate p-values
from these. MotifViz (Fu et al., 2004) is a web interface with four different meth-
ods of scoring matrix hits. It contains Clover (Frith et al., 2004), which uses the
whole genome as a background set to assess if a motif is over-represented in a set
of sequences20. Pobo (Kankainen & Holm, 2004) uses all upstream sequences of the
selected model organism, a positive and a negative sequence set, and tries to find
the most discriminative list of motifs to separate both from the background. QP-
MEME21 (Djordjevic et al., 2003) uses a different binding energy model and there-
fore a completely new scoring method, claimed to be superior to standard weight
matrices for unspecific motifs. MotifScanner (Aerts et al., 2003), with matrices from
20 And is therefore very similar to the scoring for motif discovery programs, introduced in later sections.
21 Quadratic Programming Method of Energy Matrix Estimation, there is no relation to the program
called MEME as presented in section 2.3.1
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Transfac, applies an HMM to estimate the background frequency for a certain sub-
string, filtering out motifs that are too recurrent in the background sequences. It
also gives a P value for each motif hit which is calculated from a Bernoulli model.
Its probability is derived from the number of hits in the EPD. As a result, this kind
of P value helps to distinguish ubiquitous, basal putative sites from rather specific
ones.
With the advent of databases of cis-elements and whole genomes, more and more
genomes are completely scanned for potential binding sites, like E. coli (Thieffry
et al., 1998), A. thaliana (Davuluri et al., 2003) and human/mouse conserved re-
gions (Loots et al., 2002), and results can be readily viewed by just typing in a gene’s
name. Then its promotor together with all hits against previously established motif
models are shown. This makes the scanning much easier to use for biologists.
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The big drawback of site scanning, striking most biologists working with it for the
first time, is that there are by far too many matches. The stretches of DNA that are
recognized by the transcription factors are too short to occur anywhere specificially
on the genome. A pure search for one single weight matrix matches every 500bp.
(Wasserman & Sandelin, 2004) Databases now include up to 600 matrices (see Table
1.3), so in a putative promoter segment of 1200bp, a hit occurs virtually everywhere.
It is not a deficiency of the algorithms, as these sites really could bind a TF in vitro, as
proven by (Tronche et al., 1997). But in the real cell due to the current context and
the combinatorial nature of regulation (section 1.1.6), only 0.1% of the putative
sites will be functional, according to (Wasserman & Sandelin, 2004), who assert
that “essentially all predicted transcription-factor binding sites that are generated
with models of individual TFs will have no functional rule” and call it the “futility
theorem”.
Therefore, to improve the results of scanning, especially for higher eukaryotes,
a combination of two different binding sites already known (Kel-Margoulis et al.,
2000) ( (Werner, 1999) reviews a couple of similar approaches) or several copies of
the same binding site that occur close together, can be searched on the genome,
see for the fly (Rajewsky et al., 2002b, Berman et al., 2002) or for the human
genome (Sharan et al., 2004). This reduces false positives considerably, so much
that biologists could successfully verify the few hits by experiments, see (Berman
et al., 2004,Markstein et al., 2002,Halfon et al., 2002).
The most fruitful and promising approach, however, will be the use of compara-
tive genomics. If promotors of several close species are aligned, scanning can be re-
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stricted to conserved regions as they are the ones that are most susceptible to contain
meaningful patterns; see Figure 1.9. There exist some successful cases for human-
mouse alignments, but for many applications, evolutionary distance between these
species seems too far for this approach. (Pennacchio & Rubin, 2003). Given enough
sequence data, even scanning for known matrices is not needed any more; a mul-
tiple alignment alone might be sufficient to discover regulatory elements. Called
phylogenetic shadowing, this approach would necessitate the sequences of 4-6 mon-
keys to uncover most of the human binding sites by conservation alone. (Boffelli
et al., 2003) Sites found by this method were recently discovered to be functional,
but some remain absent even in the very close primates. (Frazer et al., 2004) Still,
unraveling binding sites was one of the five reasons for the chimpanzee sequenc-
ing project. (Olsen et al, 2002) Given that there are currently 10 different types
of drosophila flies already being sequenced, this type of analysis might be feasi-
ble very soon22. Its effectiveness has been already shown using only two fruitfly
genomes. (Sinha et al., 2004)
In E.coli, three species are sufficient to uncover 74% of binding sites, if they have
the right phylogenetic distance. A crude resume of this distance is: neither too far
nor too close. (McCue et al., 2002) But since binding site evolution seems to be
negatively correlated with the number of genes regulated by a transcription fac-
tor (Rajewsky et al., 2002a), the very best phylogenetic distance could depend on
the specific factor researched. An interesting observation was made by (Rajewsky
et al., 2002a): If a binding site has one position changed in one species, which low-
ers its score and the binding strength to the protein, this does not lead to another
position changing in turn to increase the affinity back to the old level. Therefore,
binding affinities can sometimes change and lead to to differences in gene expres-
sion. Changes are not correlated during evolution.
Similar estimations were done for yeast, see (Moses et al., 2003, Chiang et al.,
2003, Kellis et al., 2003, Kellis et al., 2004). The findings are roughly the same
as in E.coli: 1) The lower the IC in the databases for a position, the more will
nucleotides change at this place. This is the same in cross-species/single gene and
single species/cross-gene comparisons. 2) Binding sites are not perfectly conserved
but show a certain profile of mutations reflecting their IC profile. An alignment
alone is not the optimal approach to uncover regulatory elements but constitutes
one part of it. The authors suggest to incorporate these results in motif discovery
programs (see section 1.3).
22 see NHGRI website, list of ongoing projects
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Given the findings from flies, bacteria and yeast, the rather distant
mouse/human/rat-comparisons will not lead to optimal results when searching for
binding sites. However, a lot of tools have appeared on the web which do exactly
that, as this is all the sequence data available at present for mammals that could
be used for comparisons. One example is Consite (Sandelin et al., 2004), that com-
pares upstream regions from human/mouse orthologous genes. The approach seems
to be working in some cases, detecting 68% of verified binding sites in conserved
regions and reducing false positives by factor ten (the results, however, had still a
false positive every 5-6 basepairs (!) (Lenhard et al., 2003)). CONFAC (Karanam &
Moreno, 2004) is a similar database for mouse/human comparisons, just like CORG
(Dieterich et al., 2003), they both list human-mouse conserved elements and hits to
Transfac. CONFAC is retrieving orthologs from the genome databases at UCSC and
Ensembl and applies the same scanner, but also searches for clusters of binding sites,
just like CREME (Sharan et al., 2004). SMASH (Zavolan et al., 2003) is a software
run from a web-interface, which extracts orthologs from RefSeq, extends the 5’ re-
gions using ESTs23 and then scans with a subset of Transfac matrices. TraFac (Jegga
et al., 2002) starts with a BlastZ-search for orthologs, scans with all Transfac matri-
ces and displays a nice syntheny-view of both results. Theatre (Edwards et al., 2003)
does not find orthologs automatically but includes some more tools, like a Gene
Scanner, Repeat Masker and a CpGplot. CONREAL (Berezikov et al., 2004) uses a
slighly different approach, scanning first and then trying to find non-overlapping,
identical hits across the aligned sequences. rVista (Loots et al., 2002) is similar
while being one of the most well-known tools for comparative genomics, as it also
displays a conservation plot on the sequence that can be used to manually estimate
the validity of the Transfac matches.
Since for all cross-species comparisons multiple alignment algorithms become
more and more important, (Stojanovic et al., 1999) did a benchmark of five older
ones on one type of data and found that the results did not differ much. (Pollard
et al., 2004) did a similar benchmark again with heterogenous data sets and found
that results differ a lot and depend on evolutionary distance: Similar species are bet-
ter analyzed with global alignment programs, farer ones demand local alignment
software. DiAlign is a mixture that performs well in both contexts. The very re-
cent Tracker-program (Prohaska et al., 2004) was not evaluated, but might perform
similar to DiAlign, given both algorithms similarity.
Stubb (Sinha et al., 2003) is a logical result of these comparisons: A motif scanner
that incorporates cross-species information and searches for clusters of conserved
23 See appendix 2, for an explanation of the term EST and the problem of promoter 5’-extension
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Figure 1.9.: VISTA-conservation plot of the AP region
The organisms compared are D.melanogaster, D.viriliis, D.erecta, D.pseudoobscura
and A.gambiae. Conserved regions roughly correspond to binding site scanning hits,
verified partly by transfection experiments. The figure was taken from (Bergman
et al., 2002).
binding sites with a HMM; it has been applied to two drosophila genomes (Sinha
et al., 2004). Using combinations of sites together with comparative genomics is the
next step in motif scanning. The authors of this study is convinced that the following
months will see a couple of similar algorithms appear in the journals, like (Grad
et al., 2004), that search for groups of regulatory sequences across genomes.
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From the last paragraphs it has become obvious that if a model for a binding site is
available, promotor sequences can be searched for it, though plagued by a plethora
of false positives. However, sometimes biologists have a set of genes at hand that
are co-regulated but share no common known pattern.
This is often the case since microarray data began to emerge. RNA microarrays
are glass or plastic plates onto which short pieces of RNA are affixed. If the con-
tents of a living cell that are marked with fluor dyes is then poured onto the glass,
fragments of RNA that were just being transcribed from DNA will attach to their
reverse-complements on the glass. With a scanner and appropriate software, re-
searchers can identify which genes were just being read by the cell.
If the cell had been put into an oven before the experiment, for instance, many of
the genes might be related to heat-shock. The assumption is that genes are regulated
by a common mechanism (a transcription factor, for example) if they are expressed
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at the same time24. And if they are regulated by the same transcription factor, most
of them should contain the same binding site.
However, microarray data are not very reliable and therefore very noisy. There is
vast literature on the topic of extracting halfway valid information from microarrays
and, like in motif discovery, methods and opinions compete with a lack of accepted
benchmarks. See (Murphy, 2002) for a review of problems when postprocessing co-
expression data. It is important to keep in mind when analyzing toy-world examples
like in the motif discovery assessment (see below) that real-world data include, as a
matter of fact, a lot of wrong sequences.25
Even if data processing is done properly there are some reasons why, even if two
genes are clearly coexpressed, they are not regulated by the same factor and don’t
share a common motif. Imagine the case that geneA activates a transcription factor,
which in turn activates geneB. Although geneA and geneB are expressed at almost
the same time they won’t share a specific binding site, see (Helden et al., 1998) who
is citing the diauxic shift in yeast cells as an example where a lot of different factors
are involved, which makes their target genes share only very few common patterns.
Examples have been described (human muscle, sea urchins) where “there is often
more than one promotor structure to achieve similar expression patterns” (Werner,
1999).
Apart from coexpression, other ways can be used to detect genes that might share
common binding sites: (McGuire & Church, 1999)
1. Conserved operons: Operons in procaryotes are groups of genes that share
one promotor, so they are necessarily coregulated. If these genes are far apart
in other microbial genomes they are good candidates for coregulation.
2. Conserved divergently transcribed genes: In eukaryotes, some genes – es-
pecially in S. cerevisiae – are divergently transcribed26 and therefore share
their upstream region. So if these genes are scattered on the genome in other
species, they are also good candidates for coregulation.
3. Functionally related genes: Proteins that function together in the cell are likely
to be coregulated. They can be extracted by searching for common phyloge-
24 If there is already a hint of what the mechanism could be, one can also search for genes that – over
some time – follow the expression pattern of a given transcription factor. (Zhu et al., 2002)
25 Add to this the error induced by wrong promotor extraction (see appendix B) on mammalian
genomes. Both errors together make any kind of analysis very difficult for promotors from more
complex species.
26 Divergently transcribed in this context means that a given gene is read from right to left and its
immediate neighboring gene is read from left to right. The direction of transcription between both
diverges and the promotor in between them is often bi-directional.
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netic profiles or from metabolic or functional pathways. Also genes that are
known to work together in one organism are candidates to fulfill a similar
function in other organisms.
4. On one single gene: Some genes, notably the drosophila developmental en-
hancers that control body growth in a fruitfly-embryo, are packed with bind-
ing sites. There are so many sites together that it is feasible to find them by
applying motif discovery to one single upstream sequence alone. (Papatsenko
et al., 2002)
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Selected genes that are suspected to share a common pattern can be searched by
what is called “motif discovery”, a quest for the most unusual word of a set of
special promotor sequences. They are usually selected by microarray experiments.
The intention of motif discovery is to pick out the pattern that is recognized by the
yet unknown transcription factor which supposably activates the set of genes.
Sometimes whole genomes are searched for overrepresented binding sites. (Galas
et al., 1985) (Bussemaker et al., 2000a) (Vanet et al., 2000) (Marino-Ramirez et al.,
2004) But the discovered elements are then ubiquitous, not very specific to a co-
regulated group and are usually already known to biologists (like the TATA or GC-
Box).
Motif discovery is not a local alignment, since it compares more than two se-
quences and most traditional alignments will fail due to the surrounding noise. The
problem has already been described as “multiple local alignment” (Hernandez et al.,
2004), but we don’t follow this terminology any more, as the promotors can be
completely different: Only some small fragments are identical and an alignment can
include segments from one and the same sequence. In an extreme theoretical case,
they can all lie on one single sequence (which poses some visualisation problems for
graphical interfaces and makes not much sense biologically, of course). However,
the notion of “alignment” is still present, as the final result of the algorithms is a list
of positions where the putative motif occurs.
Applying motif discovery is not a new application in bioinformatics, the first im-
plementation we know dates from 1985 (Galas et al., 1985). One of the first exper-
iments that used gene-expression data gained from microarrays for motif discovery
are the well-known yeast cell cycle regulated genes. (Spellman et al., 1998) (Zhang,
1999) Spellman’s data is still among the oldest and most used and cited for ana-
lyzing microarray-results, whereas less well-known for its binding site search. The
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expression data are exactly the reason why transcriptional regulation, motif discov-
ery and -scanning in the following became such an interesting topic in bioinformat-
ics: Starting at around 1998, many biologists had RNA-microarrays at hand that
produced huge lists of co-regulated genes that couldn’t be explained with already
known binding sites from a literature research. Therefore, many computer scientists
started working on this topic.
In the following, we call the hidden, unknown putative model of the binding
sites recognized by a transcription factor a “motif”. It is usually represented as a
position weight matrix or a consensus string. The matches for this motif on the
sequences will be called motif instances, putative sites or simply sites. Biologically
active and validated sites will be called as such. A run of a motif discovery program
will therefore result in a list of motif instances, the alignment, from which can be
derived the motif as a weight matrix or a consensus string.27
27 Some algorithms directly return the motif in the form of a matrix, some algorithms only produce a
list of instances.
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The following two pages list a couple of published algorithms that apply motif dis-
covery on promoter sequences to discover yet-unknown binding sites (de novo pre-
diction). In this chapter, we will try to classify them and explain the basic process
that they follow. Since references are already given in the table, they are omit-
ted from the textual descriptions. Although not exhaustive, the list is the most
complete one that we have found until now. Lack of time prohibited us from de-
scribing the following ones: Pattern-/ProfileBranching (Price et al., 2003), Tsukuba
BB (Horton, 2001), Mermaid (Hu, 2003), Mermaid (Markstein et al., 2004), (Li
et al., 2002), (Wu et al., 2004), STARS (Mancheron & Rusu, 2003), SDDA (Gupta
& Liu, 2003), TreeGibbs (Yper et al., 2003), Superposition (Shinozaki et al., 2003),
ELPH at
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 ', , Cubic (Olman et al.,
2003), GRAM (Takusagawa & Gifford, 2004), ScanSeq (Papatsenko et al., 2002),
GLAM (Frith et al., 2004), BiPad (Bi & Rogan, 2004), BioOptimizer (Jensen & Liu,
2004), FMGA (Liu et al., 2004), MISAE (Sun et al., 2004), PRUNER (VijayaSatya
& Mukherjee, 2004), RegulatoryTrees (Phuong et al., 2003), CONVERGE (from the
supplementary documentation of (Harbison et al., 2004)), NestedMICA (Down &
Hubbard, 2005). They form a good topic for a follow-up study.
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To discover words that occur more often than usual in a sequence, the simplest,
brute-force approach is to make a big list of all possible motifs of length l and then
scan along the input sequences, incrementing the counter of every string in the list
that is found. Possibly also incrementing all counters of strings with a mismatch of
one or more bases to the found one. This necessitates 4l bytes of memory but given
current computing power and RAM sizes is still doable for common motif lengths.
This approach was certainly difficult to take when motif discovery started (Galas
et al., 1985) but today the situation changed. Storing all words of length 16, which
should be sufficient even for mammals, would take only 4GB of memory and since
the RAM could then be used as a big table, access to every byte would be reasonably
RR n° 5714
Algorithm Model Search Scoring Publication Software University, Tested on
Name Country
by Galas et al. String Enum ? (Waterman et al., 1984)
(Galas et al., 1985)
None US,UCLA Bac.
by Mengeritsky et al. Enum,PD String ? (Mengeritsky & Smith,
1987)
None US,Harvard
by Staden String Enum,PD ? (Staden, 1989) Bac.
Wordup String Enum,PD χ2 (Pesole et al., 1992) None IT,Bari EPD
Gibbs Sampler Matrix Gibbs Wilcoxon (Lawrence et al., 1993) Web, Src US,NIH Proteins
MEME Matrix EM P(IC) (Bailey & Elkan, 1994) Web, Src US,UCSD Proteins
MACAW Matrix Gibbs ? (Liu, 1994) Bin:Win US,Harvard Bact
CoResearch String Enum,PD IC (Wolfertstetter et al., 1996) Bin:SunOS DE,GSF Mammals
R’MES Matrix ? Markov+? (Schbath, 1997) Removed FR, INRA None
Oligo-Analysis String Enum Sig(Genome),Pos (Helden et al., 1998) Web BE,Brux. Yeast
Dyad-Analysis String,Dyad Enum,PD P(Genome) (van Helden et al., 2000c) Web BE,Brux. Yeast
AlignACE Matrix Gibbs MAP,Spec,Pos (Hughes et al., 2000), (Roth
et al., 1998)
Web,Src US,Harvard Yeast
Teiresias String Convolution None (Rigoutsos & Floratos,
1998)
Web,B:Lin/Win US,IBM Protein
Yebis HMM Enum χ2,IC (Yada et al., 1998) Web JP,JST Human (GSF)
Consensus Matrix Consensus P(IC) (Stormo & Hartzell, 1989)
(Hertz & Stormo, 1999)
Web,Src US,WU Bac.
Winnower String Graph Mismatch (Pevzner & Sze, 2000) N.av. US,UCSD Bac.
SP-Star String Graph Mismatch (Pevzner & Sze, 2000) N.av. US,UCSD Bac.
Ann-Spec Matrix Gibbs IC (Workman & Stormo, 2000) Web,Src DK,DTU Bac.
SMILE String,Dyad Suffix z,χ2 (Marsan & Sagot, 2000)
(Marsan, 2002)
Src FR,IGM Bac.
Table 2.1.: Some discovery algorithm implementations as of oct 2004
Legend: Dyad: Supports the search for two elements close to each other, PD: Pattern-driven, SD: Sample-driven, IC: Informa-
tion Content, Suffix: Suffixtree, Prefix: Prefixtree, (Src): Sourcecode bound to a (possibly non-disclosure) licence, z: Z-Score,
p(bin|HMM|gen|IC): P value calculated relative to binomial/HMM model or relative to a whole genome or for a certain IC, Distr:
Distribution over genome, Spec: Group Specificity Score
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Algorithm Model Search Scoring Publication Software University or Tested on:
Name Country
Verbumculus String Suffix z (Apostolico et al., 2000)
(Apostolico et al., 2003)
Bin:Lin,Sol US,UCR Yeast
MobyDick String Dictionary z (Bussemaker et al., 2000a) None US,Rockef. Yeast
by Anderson & al. String Enum,PD Spec. (Anderson & Parker, 2000) Perl Src US,HHMI Yeast
YMF String Str.Enum. z(Markov),Distr (Sinha & Tompa, 2000) (Sinha
& Tompa, 2002)
Web, (Src) US,UW Yeast
Bioprospector Matrix,Dyad Gibbs IC (Liu et al., 2001) Web,(Src) US,Stanf. Yeast, Bac.
Co-Bind Matrix,Dyad Gibbs IC (GuhaThakurta & Stormo,
2001)
Src US,WUSTL Yeast, Bac.
ITB String Enum z(Markov) (Kielbasa et al., 2001) None DE,HU-Berlin
Mitra String,Dyad Prefix/Graph Back,Mism (Eskin & Pevzner, 2002) Web US,Colum. Yeast,Bac
Spexs String Suffix P(Bin) (Vilo, 2002) Web UK,EBI Yeast, Protein
Mitra-PSSM Matrix Suffix IC (Eskin, 2004) None Israel,HU Yeast
MOPAC String Enum,SD None (Ganesh et al., 2003) None US,Texas A&M Yeast
RISA String Graph? None (Danilova et al., 2003) None Rus,RAS Artif., Yeast
Multiprofiler String Multiprof. Mismatches (Keich & Pevzner, 2002a)
(Keich & Pevzner, 2002b)
None US,UCSD Artific.
Projection String Hashing p(Stat) (Buhler & Tompa, 2002) Src US, WUSTL Yeast, Mammals
Weeder String Enum,PD Core,IC,z,MAP (Pavesi et al., 2001) (Pavesi
et al., 2004b)
Web,Src IT,Milan Yeast
DMotifs String Enum,PD TnoM (Sinha, 2003) None US,U. of W. Yeast
LOGOS HMDM EM IC (Xing et al., 2004) None US, Berk Yeast, Dros.
cWinnower String Graph Mismatch (Liang et al., 2004) None US, NASA Artfic.
EC String Genetic Fitness (Fogel et al., 2004) Request US, Eli Lilly Mammals
GMS-MP GWM Gibbs MAP (Zhou & Liu, 2004) Bin(Win) US,Harvard Mammals
MDScan Matrix Enum+Gibbs MAP(hmm) (Liu et al., 2002) Src(Lic) US,Harvard Yeast
Kamvysselis String Enum see text (Kamvysselis et al., 2003) None Yeast
MoDEL String EC IC (Hernandez et al., 2004) CH, SIB Non-DNA
Table 2.2.: Some discovery algorithms, part II
Legend: Dyad: Supports the search for two elements close to each other, PD: Pattern-driven, SD: Sample-driven, IC:Information
Content, Suffix: Suffixtree, Prefix: Prefixtree
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fast, but requires operating systems and compilers that can access an array of this
size. This simple method which was termed “pattern-driven” (PD) (Brazma et al.,
1998a) is therefore limited to single-cellular organisms where motifs are shorter and
rarely exceed a length of nine bases. However, it is important to note here that a
brute force approach is not completely impossible anymore today when searching
for single, isolated patterns.
Enumeration with some biological background as done by Dyad-Analysis, Oligo-
Analysis and the algorithm by Manolis Kellis always stressed the fact that most mo-
tifs have a well-conserved core of usually 6 nucleotides, which is already exploited
by motif scanners (see page 22). This reduces complexity to 46 = 4096 different
patterns to try. However, (Helden et al., 1998) also admits that some longer motifs
are better detected by more complex algorithms, like Gibbs or Consensus (see be-
low). YMF’s authors noted the same, but limit N-wildcard-characters to the middle
positions of a motif, a configuration they claim to be have observed in real samples.
Dyad-Analysis goes along this scheme by allowing two motifs at a fixed distance
from each other, with any characters in between.
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Sample- or Sequence-driven methods (SD) (Brazma et al., 1998a) (Galas et al.,
1985) are similar but try only those patterns that occur in the input sequence exactly
(like MotifAnalysis on the arabidopsis.org-website, unpublished) and similar ones
instead of all possible patterns. The drawback is that they might miss some well
“hidden” pattern, e.g. one that never occurs but of which many slight derivations
exist in the sequence. Examples include the algorithms of Staden et al., Wordup,
CoResearch and others.
MOPAC is an algorithm that enumerates all substrings of length l of the positive
sequences and removes all l-substrings that are present in the negative sequence set
– a rather drastic and unusual kind of filtering, which keeps results so small that no
further score is needed. Then it calculates the distance between a given string and
all others. If the distance is high, this string is eliminated from further processing,
based on the assumption that single outliers would increase the computational com-
plexity of the following step. MOPAC finally partitions the set of strings by similarity.
They are clustered according to the hamming distance between the patterns until a
certain threshold is reached. From every group the final consensus is calculated and
reported to the user.
Sample and pattern driven ways are the main basic methods to search for com-
mon words. SD approaches are older, since current computing power permits more
2. Algorithms in binding site discovery
complete enumeration. Nevertheless, all other more complex methods work along
the input sequence patterns instead of exploring the whole solution space. They just
differ in the way to further restrict the solution space inferred from the sequence.
The following paragraphs will present these.
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This algorithm starts with a list of short patterns that occur in all sequences. They
are assembled in an initial seeding phase and contain one wildcard character, N,
which means any letter. Then the algorithm tries to glue these together (“Convo-
lution phase”) to find longer patterns. The extension is done by simply sorting the
patterns, more specific first, the ones with more wildcards last and searching for
pattern where the prefix equals a suffix of another one. By design, this algorithm
assumes that an instance of every motif is present in every sequence (the model
known as “One Occurrence per Sequence (OOPS)” from Meme). There does not
seem to be any kind of ranking of motifs found nor applications to DNA sequences.
Being a rather old approach, however, it is still well-known in the scientific commu-
nity, included in older reviews (Brejova et al., 2000) and even in a recent applica-
tion (Montgomery et al., 2004). It is similar to the dictionary based approach.
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Bearing a rather unsual name1, this method start with a dictionary D of words. It
then looks for concatenated pairs of words p in D that have a low P Value and then
updates D iteratively, by adding p to D.
and tests all concatenated pairs in D if they have a low P Value. It then keeps
adds unusual ones – with the lowest P values – adds them to the dictionary and
iterates. The initial dictionary simply consists of the letters A,C,T,G with their re-
spective frequency as P value. As this method is rather space- and time-intensive,
it can not treat strings longer than 8 letters but was applied to rather big datasets,
like all upstream regions of yeast. The intention is to find unusual patterns by just
using the genome sequence. The algorithm seems to be faster than a sample-driven
1 MobyDick was used to mine the text of the famous english novel for common words. Not very sur-
prisingly, enough and harpoon are the most recurrent of the longer words (Bussemaker et al., 2000b).
Ahab (Rajewsky et al., 2002b) is a similar approach, citing the MobyDick-article, but instead of as-
sembling words from letters, it tests combinations of complete binding sites in a 500bp-window (see
page 24). It is an interesting name: In the novel, Captain Ahab and nearly all of his crew are beaten
and killed by Moby-Dick...
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complete enumeration as it will avoid exploring rare combinations from the start
and can cache the list of occurrences and reuse them for the next iteration. It also
optimizes motif length. On the other hand, operating on a genome scale is not very
helpful from a biological point of view: Mostly basal binding sites will emerge that
are either already known or not very specific to a certain group of genes. They are
thus of limited interest to uncover transcriptional regulation.
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Consensus was developed by the authors of the probability matrix model. It is a
rare mixture between matrix and deterministic approaches. It is well-known and
supported by many interfaces. Two versions are available: One that searches for
fixed-width motifs and one that can determine the optimal width but needs an ad-
ditional parameter.
Searching for a motif of width w is done as follows: For a substring s of length
w, one matrix reflecting this single string is calculated. Then, with this matrix, the
algorithm will scan the sequences for a set of other, similar strings. From this set,
together with the original s, a matrix is calculated. Using different starting points s,
this will give rise to many different matrices, of which only those with the highest
IC are kept. From this list, the algorithm iterates; strings are added to the matrices
which lead to new matrices that are filtered until a stop condition is met. Stop
conditions can be: A limit to the number of sites for the matrix or the number
of sites that every sequences has contributed. So the algorithm greedily tries to
improve the Information Content of the matrix by adding sites to it.
If the width is not specified by the user, he or she has to use wconsensus instead
which necessitates an additional parameter, as the algorithm cannot maximize the
IC directly which increases linearly with the length of the motif. Therefore, the
expected IC and a user-input multiple of the standard deviation of the IC, the “devi-
ation bias”, are substracted from the information content, which makes it negative
and independant of motif length. The resulting “crude information content” is then
maximized.
2. Algorithms in binding site discovery
Figure 2.1.: Winnower removing edges from non-cliques nodes
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Designed to win an artificial contest, the algorithms by the Pevzner group were never
really used by biologists2. The ideas are still interesting: The graph-based approach
makes a list of all substrings of a certain length which are represented by vertices
in the graph. Vertices are partitioned into groups corresponding to each sequence
(indicated by the textual descriptions Seq 1 to Seq 4 in Figure 2.1). Any two of
the vertices that are similar to other ones from different partitions are connected by
edges. Similarity here means a Hamming distance which is greater than a certain
limit.
The algorithm then tries to find cliques in the resulting graph. A clique is a set of
fully interconnected nodes, see Figure 2.1: If string afc is similar to abd and abd to
jbc and jbc to afc then there are edges between afc, abd and jbc. They form a 3-
clique that could be imagined like a closed triangle. The final goal of the algorithm
is to remove all edges that are not part of a maximal clique, i.e. a clique with a
member in every partition (sequence) of the data set. The idea is that to be part of a
k-clique, an edge needs to be part of at least a certain number of extendable-cliques;
an extendable clique is smaller than a maximal one. Thus all edges that do not fulfill
this criterion are removed. The algorithm thereby starts with low values of k and
iteratively repeats this procedure.
See Figure 2.1, taken from (Brejova et al., 2000), where the size of the clique
n=4, the hamming distance is 2, the length of the string equals 3 and k = 1. The
final score attributed to a clique is the number of mismatches between all members
of a clique to all other members.
2 Despite the algorithm’s age, the author has not seen any biological applications until today. Win-
nower only works if every sequence contains at least one motif, an assumption which can not be
guaranteed by any biological experiment.
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Figure 2.2.: CAGCAAT as a suffix tree
SP-STAR is an improvement to the algorithm in the same publication that uses a
sum-of-pairs heuristic to score patterns found. cWinnower (Liang et al., 2004) places
edges only when a consensus criterion is fulfilled: For an edge between a and b, all
nodes that are connected to a and b are collected into a list. From this, the consensus
sequence is calculated. The edge is removed if the number of mismatches between
edge and consensus exceeds a certain threshold. Therefore, cWinnower places edges
only when a putative motif in the edges’ vicinity is sufficiently conserved.
IRSA (Danilova et al., 2003) seems to be a similar kind of approach but the algo-
rithm is difficult to decipher from the two paragraphs devoted to it in the English
article. It is reported to score better on artificial sequences than SP-STAR.
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A suffix tree is a data structure to quickly access the words of a text, a special in-
dex. As a result, it can be used to find recurring words (for example in Lempel-Ziv
compressions like ZIP or gzip-files3) and is therefore an immediate candidate for
motif discovery. The tree by itself does not reduce the solution space, it is merely
a fast-access version of the sequence-strings; once the suffix tree has been built in
memory, the original sequences are not needed anymore. It seems that the use of
suffix trees in this context was first proposed in (Sagot, 1998).
A suffix tree is constructed by adding all suffixes with length 1,2,...n of the text
into a tree. See Figure 2.2, taken from (Marsan, 2002), for an example which also
3 For LZ77-based PKzip’s deflate-algorithm or for gzip, suffix trees are currently not used, but in an
extended version of the LZ77-algorithm, called LZSS
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Figure 2.3.: Pruning of the suffix tree in Weeder
shows internal links that speed up tree construction to keep construction complexity
linear in time. Using this tree, we can very quickly check if the text contains certain
words, CAA, for example. Also words with mismatches can be searched, like nAA4,
CnA or CAn. While traversing the tree to find the string’s instances – if spacers are
not in the suffix of the string – all applicable branches have to be checked for every
spacer.
The authors of SMILE improved over a simple tree. They are limiting the length
of the motif to restrict calculations. They added a structured model search, where
“jumping” in the tree is used to check if a motif of the form word1+flexiblespacer+
word2 can be found.
SMILE is building the tree first (Ukkonnen algorithm) and then looking up
exhaustively every possible string up to a defined length in the tree. This
PD-driven enumeration, helped by a suffix tree, is called “spelling” the model
(SpellModel/EppelleModel, the original names of the algorithm). It then saves the
strings with the most support to a table, adding statistical significance later when
outputting it to the user. The FindModels-algorithm (Adebiyi & Kaufmann, 2002),
is trying to implement the complete original idea from (Sagot, 1998) and therefore
considers edit-distances on DNA. This does not make much sense for binding sites,
as explained in the first chapter.
Weeder5 (Pavesi et al., 2001) also applies the spelling-model from SMILE, but
its authors figured out that for higher numbers of allowed mismatches, it becomes
very slow. Pevzner’s motif discovery competition (Pevzner & Sze, 2000), with the
[Width=15, Mismatches=4]-problem, seems to have triggered this finding. So
Weeder prunes, from the start all paths that exceed a certain mismatch rate. See
Figure 2.3 for an illustration of this, taken from (Pavesi et al., 2001). As an exam-
4 “n” is a wildcard for “aNy nucleic acid”
5 to weed = jäten = désherber
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ple, take motif length=15 and an error rate=20%: When Weeder is adding the 5.
letter, it eliminates at the same time all paths that have more than one mismatch.
Obviously, some binding sites have very concentrated mismatches in their prefix,
so they would be unduly eliminated very soon. Therefore, Weeder assumes that
it will have missed some instances and lowers the sequence threshold, that is, the
percentage of sequences where the pattern has to be found. So in the first round,
too many wrong patterns will be extracted from the suffix tree. But Weeder will
consequently start a second iteration, using the results of the first one as seeds, and
now with mismatches allowed on all positions, just like the original SMILE. In this
manner, the algorithm is much faster than SMILE, can treat longer motifs with more
mismatches while keeping sensitivity high.
Apart from the algorithms built around ideas proposed by Marie- France Sagot,
there are completely different ways to construct suffix trees. Spexs, for instance,
does not add every word to the tree but instead builds it on all possible words in
breadth-first order (PD), level by level. At every step, it is checking if the current
word occurs in the sequence. If yes, all of the found word-positions are put into in
the current node of the tree (called write-only, top-down, (wotd)-method). This is
not the fast, linear-time algorithm for suffix tree construction, but the author claims
that in practical applications due to memory paging6 of the operating system it is
not much slower than the Ukkonen-method.
Verbumculus (Apostolico et al., 2000) is building a traditional suffix tree, anno-
tates the tree with some derivations of the Z-score (Apostolico et al., 2003) while
building it and then extracts only the nodes with the highest scores. It was applied
to the dataset from (Helden et al., 1998). Mitra-PSSM (Eskin, 2004) is one of the
rare weight matrix algorithms that is using a string-based search approach. It seems
to build a kind of suffix tree first and then makes a list of possible weight matrices.
Then the suffix tree is scanned for matches to the weight matrices. The results from
this scan are subsequently improved with an EM-approach like MEME.7 Motif dis-
covery with suffix trees also seems to be fast enough to search huge datasets, like
complete genomes. (Brazma et al., 1998b)
6 As a suffix tree’s memory consumption should not exceed the available RAM, this does not make
much sense. Instead of “paging” the author might have rather thought of “caching”, an argument
actually mentioned in the paper he cited, (Giegerich & Kurtz, 1995), with increased importance in
modern processors that rely more and more on jump-prediction and caching.
7 An implementation was never published. Whereas Mitra-PSSM seems to fit into a new category of
its own, the lack of implementation is unfortunate. Mr. Eskin, when I repeatedly requested – since
October 2003 – the implementation that was promised for July 2003, does not seem to reply to my
Emails on this topic anymore.
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Figure 2.4.: AGTATCAGTT as a prefix tree
(a) shows the root node alone, (b) and (c) show the expansion of the tree for the A
and then the AT prefix
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These approaches consist of two steps where one is similar to Winnower and one
similar to SMILE. The first step is building a tree, like a suffix tree. However, the
edges represent partial prefixes here, so each path from the root to a node gives
its complete prefix. See Figure 2.4, taken from (Eskin & Pevzner, 2002): The root
edge (see part a) is empty and leads to a list of all substrings of a fixed length
(here, 8 letters). The first edge from it (out of four possible, [a,t,c,g]) represents the
prefix A (part b) and leads to a list of substrings that all either start with A or with
another letter and consequently see their mismatch count increased by one . From
this node there are again more edges leading down the tree. The edge labeled T, for
example, leads to a node with all substrings that either start with AT or have their
mismatch counts increased again (c). If only one mismatch is allowed, all strings
that exceed this mismatch-threshold are marked as deleted, indicated here by a “-”
in the mismatch-count field atop the strings. These strings are not expanded in the
next step.
In contrast to suffix trees, the prefix version is not a 1:1 representation of the
sequences. The construction itself already reduces the search space considerably,
leading to sets of substrings which become smaller with every iteration. The filtering
step of this first version of MITRA is similar to the improvements introduced by
cWinnower, as in every node edges are removed that exceed certain mismatch limits.
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With a further modification called MITRA-Graph, the substrings of every node are
compared pairwise and a graph identical to Winnower is constructed. As such, all
edges that are not part of a certain number of cliques are removed. If there are not
cliques left, the node is removed and the algorithm backtracks. If a clique is not
removed, its subspace of cliques is explored by examining childnodes in the prefix-
tree. This filtering leads to a more efficient version of Winnower, as – according to
the authors – the prefix is known while looking for a clique, which keeps the graph
smaller. It is not as slow as it might look at first, since the results of the pairwise
similarity can be cached and propagated down the tree.
Dyad-Patterns are supported by a pre-processing step in Mitra, where all sub-
strings are concatenated with the substrings n bases next to them and the resulting
set is searched. This is definitely not a very efficient way especially for long dis-
tances, but worked on biological samples.
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Multiprofiler searches for all substrings with exactly k mismatches to a given string8.
This is called k-neighbourhood of the string. This neighbourhood is then scanned
for the motif by searching it for recurring “wordlets”, a list of letters and their oc-
currence at certain positions. They are enumerated and counted with respect to the
neighbourhood. Wordlets are only processed if they occur at least a certain number
of times. All possible wordlets are then checked against their total mismatch dis-
tance to the reference segment and the best ones are kept. This looks similar, but is
more efficient than trying all possible combinations within a neighbourhood of the
best motif.
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Randomized hashing means simply selecting – of an l long motif – x positions that
are used as a hash: l-substrings are put together into one “bucket” if they have the
same letter at these x positions. This is a preprocessing step that saves a lot of time
compared to complete sample driven enumeration. Projection does not rely on this
hashing alone, however. Afterwards, it runs five iterations of an EM-procedure like
MEME (see page 52) on every bucket, and the resulting motif instances are further
refined with SP-STAR (see page 37).
8 This is doing the same as winnower’s initial distance calculation for the graph. Multiprofiler, though,
does not need to keep all distances into memory, but only those relative to a given word.
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It took quite a while until the first kinds of genetic algorithms appeared in motif
discovery. Evolutionary computation is a general way to solve problems that can be
applied virtually anywhere: It starts with many randomly or manually selected solu-
tions (called a “population” here), then chooses one of the possible operators which
will modify the solutions into offspring solutions, which are then scored. From the
result a subset is selected to become the new starting population and the process
iterates.
In our case, the initial population is a set of random motifs, each of them be-
ing an alignment of possible instance positions. The EC implementation then apply
one of the following operators: (a) move putative motif positions to left or right at
random, (b) move position to a region with similar GC-content and (c) the “win-
dow recombination”-operator: It simply takes two alignments and reassigns their
instances arbitrarily to one of them. Then one motif is kept, the other one deleted
from the population.
After the random modifications, the score (fitness, see below) of all motifs is cal-
culated, duplicate solutions are eliminated and the motifs are saved if they either
did not change much for a number of rounds or a specified time has passed and the
algorithm has to end. All collected motifs are then sorted by score and output.
The basic setup of MoDEL is similar, however, the operators are not applied to the
alignments but to words instead. Therefore, before the mutation-step, two selected
alignments have to be converted to words (consensus of a weight matrix). The two
words are then changed by one of the following four operators: (a) Exchange letters
between words with a certain probability, one-by-one, (b) exchange all letters on
the right of a randomly chosen letter, (c) shift both words until the overlapping ends
align well and create a new word, (d) slide one word to left or right and fill up with
random symbol to create a new word. The results of the evolutionary algorithm is
then further refined with a local search that includes random shift steps of the motif
instances (like Gibbs/Meme, see below). The score to find the best motifs is the
relative informatinon content. Although MoDEL is applied to DNA-sequences in the
article, the assumption “one occurrence per sequence” makes it useless for promoter
analysis. TopModel is an improvement to remedy this (to be published, personal
communication Y. Mescam).
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Given a certain motif, the notion of “unusual” or “overrepresented” pattern has to be
defined and put into a kind of score. Depending on the search algorithm, it some-
times guides the discovery into the more interesting directions but usually is just
calculated and reported after a set of putative motifs has been assembled. Whereas
for us it is difficult to follow the intricate details of the statistical models, several
main outlines emerged during the years that are presented in the following. Back-
ground on statistics can be found in any undergraduate-level book on the topic; the
author used (Sachs, 1999).
It is important to note that for most deterministic approaches presented above, the
link between scoring scheme and search algorithm is rather weak. Most algorithms
could apply any other reasonable score. The statistical null model in the following
paragraphs is always a random sequence that does not contain any motif. Motifs
are not part of it. Their number and structure is compared to the expected values
from a statistical null model in order to measure how “unusual” the motifs are. The
aim is to calculate the probability of finding a certain motif in background/random
sequences and derive a score from it.
On the other hand, the probabilistic algorithms as presented in Section 2.3, al-
ready include the motifs on some unknown sequences, embedded within back-
ground nucleotides, at some unknown positions. They merely try to iteratively opti-
mize these parameters to identify the real motif instances. They often do not need to
calculate separate scores like the following ones, but sometimes report similar, de-
rived measures. We therefore describe first some scoring schemes for word-counting
algorithms and then start to explain probabilistic algorithms.
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If a certain word w was found, say, 5 times in the input sequences, it can be ex-
tremely difficult to estimate if this should be considered unusual or not. To evaluate
whether a word is over-represented, before any calculation can be done, we need a
reference to compare with. Some possibilities are:
1. Background sequences: Here, the user can specify a set of background
sequences manually or they are already part of the program. Oligo-
Analysis/Dyad-Analysis and the algorithm by Anderson et al. uses all upstream
sequences of yeast to count how often a pattern occurs.
Sometimes, “background” is considered not to contain any binding sites at
all, to avoid any bias. The selection of this kind of negative sequences is not
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easy since we don’t know for sure if certain regions really contain binding
sites. We even don’t know if a region is not upstream of another gene as long
as the start or direction of transcription of the neighbouring genes are not
known. For bacteria and yeast, it seems to be difficult to assess whether a
region is upstream of a gene, if it is not annotated yet. An idea from (Washio
et al., 1998) was explored by SMILE, MITRA and MotifSampler that extracted
regions downstream between two divergently transcribed genes. Since this
region is downstream of two genes, they cannot be upstream of anything and
will contain only very few binding sites. It is interesting to note that the motif
scanner MATCH also needs to set thresholds for its parameters, but is using
exon2-regions (Kel et al., 2003) as a reference, which are supposed to contain
very few binding sites.
2. Shuffled input sequences: If there are no background sequences available,
some algorithms give the possibility to shuffle the input sequences (Gibbs-
variants). The idea is that the original A,C,T,G-composition will not be
changed by this operation.
3. Background Markov-Model: Improbizer, MotifSampler and YMF do not com-
pare their motifs with the whole background sequences but rather on a very
compact Markov-model representation. This has usually the order three,
though only MotifSampler gives detailed reasons for this choice, guided by
experiments with different HMMs. (Thijs et al., 2001)
4. Binomial/Multinomial models:9 Most algorithms assume that a DNA sequence
was generated by a probabilistic process (i.i.d.) and calculate the probablilty
that a certain substring was created by it or simply generate long background
sequences with a multinomial process. This applies to most of the scoring
schemes presented in the following.
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For the binomial model, we assume that a DNA-sequence is generated by an i.i.d.
process, where the next letter depends only on the current one. Every symbol is
one of A,C,T,G, every symbol occurs with some probability. Assume, as an example,
that all probabilities are identical, with p = 0.25, so now we could use a four-sided,
tetrahedrical dice to generate a sequence. This is called the Bernoulli-, Binomial-
9 The name multinomial might be more appropriate since there are multiple different results (at least
four) for every experiment. Bernoulli is still often used in motif discovery papers, as we usually do the
calculations only on one word at a time. This word can occur or not, which means only two different
outcomes for an experiment.
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or Multinomial-Model in statistics. In reality, the nucleotides are not all equally
probable, but have a certain occurrence rate in the genome that differs between
organisms. For yeast, these are, for instance, p(A) = p(T ) = 0.31 and p(C) =
p(G) = 0.19. (Helden et al., 1998)
Since we are assuming independance, the probability of a word w is the product
of the probabilities of its letters s1...sn:
p(w) =
∏
p(si)
This only gives the probability for one single word w. It does not reflect the number
of words found or the length of the sequences. It is not a “P value” yet, a measure of
the “unusualness” of obtained words given the sequences; P values will be derived
from it, but first another, more natural way to obtain p(w) is presented.
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The binomial model does not fit a noncoding DNA-sequence well. Long stretches
of poly-A, poly-T and AT-runs have been described (Helden et al., 1998), so 
would receive the same p(w) as   , although the latter can be found less often
in the genome. Therefore it is more realistic to derive p(w) by counting instead of
calculating: We use a set of reference sequences (for example all upstream regions,
see section 2.2.1 on page 44 for details) and count how often we find a certain
oligonucleotide. Division by the number of possible positions within the reference
sequences gives an alternative, more realistic estimate for the probability that a
certain word is occuring.
Since counting on large reference sequences is time-consuming and takes a lot
of memory as well10, some authors prefer to train a Hidden Markov Model on the
upstream sequences of the genome first and then use this model to look up the
probability of a word. Originally, this used to be a second-order HMM (Pesole et al.,
1992), as in WordUp, but it seems that a third-order model improves the results
(Thijs et al., 2001). The latter approach is taken by Improbizer, Meme (optional),
MotifSampler, YMF and ITB.
10 As long as suffix trees do not come to the rescue. But suffix trees are only used in motif discovery
since a couple of years ago.
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Given p(w), the probability to find exactly x occurrences for word w in a Bernoulli-
generated sequence of length n is
P (X = x,w) =
(
n
x
)
p(w)x(1 − p(w))n−x
Alternatively, we can use the Poisson-approximation since in our case np is rather
small. It has the advantage that it is easier to calculate (used in Wordup). To make
the equation easier to read, we define λ := np(w):
P (X = x,w) =
λxeλ
λ!
Then the probability to find x or more occurrences of a word of length l on a se-
quence on length n:
P (X ≥ x,w) =
n−l
∑
i=x
P (X = i, w)
It gives the probability to find x or more occurrences just by chance. We could call
it a P value for the motif.11 It is used in this form by Spexs, for example. The lower
this P Value, the more over-represented a word is. But we still do not know what
P Value is high enough to give us a meaningful motif. Spexs uses many random
sequences to find a reasonable threshold.
However, the P value then still depends on the length of the sequences n and
the length of the word. Multiplying by the number of possible words of length
l, |Wl|, and taking the logarithm of the result, we can calculate a measure called
“significance”12 :
sig(w) = log(P (X ≥ x) · |Wl|)
It can be used to compare words of different lengths. In addition, sig(w) has the
nice property to increase for over-represented words (“high is good”). This is the
score reported by Dyad/Oligoanalysis.
11 Actually, the formula is usually not correct, as most patterns can not occur at each and every position
(only those that consist of one repeated letter can). So the number n of positions where the pattern
can be found is often corrected to exclude some positions, include the second strand and correct for
palindromic patterns that will always be found on both strands (oligo/dyad-analysis).
12 (Helden et al., 1998) claims that it does not depend on neither l nor n. The author does not see
how this follows from the formula.
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DWE (Sumazin et al., 2005) assumes that a word can be potentially located on
Nf positions in the foreground and on Nb positions in the background. If it was
observed nf times in the foreground and nb times in the background, the probability
to find this configuration just by chance is
P =
(
Nf
nf
)(
Nb
nb
)
(
Nf+Nb
nf+nb
)
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Instead of deriving a P value from the probability directly, an alternative is to mod-
ify the probability and scale it to a number which follows a known distribution in
random experiments. We then can look up the probability of a certain outcome in
tables or calculate it.
Given a value p(w), we can calculate the expected number of occurrences in a
sequence of length n, E(w) = np(w), and the variance of it, V ar(w) = np(w)(1 −
p(w)), according to basic binomial laws. With these two values we normalize the
number of observed occurrences occ(w):
Z(w) =
occ(w) − E(w)
V ar(w)
Example: Let’s assume we have equally probable letters with p(A) = p(C) =
p(T ) = p(G) = 0.25 and we look at the word  . Its probability is p(AAAA) =
p(A)4 = 0.254 ≈ 0.004. If our sequences are altogether 10000 bp long and we
found the word 50 times in them, we expect this word to occur 10000 ∗ 0.004 ≈ 40
times just by chance, with a variance of 10000 ∗ 0.004 ∗ 0.996 ≈ 39.84. Its Z-value is
50−40
39.84
≈ 0.25.
To make the assumptions more realistic, we have to account here for the two-
strand, overlapping-motifs case, which corrects V ar(w) (introduced by (Pevzner
et al., 1989), extended by (Kielbasa et al., 2001)) and is used in this form by ITB as
a score.
If we did a random experiment, the Z-score follows the Z-distribution, so we can
calculate the number of words that exceed a given Z-score if the sequences were
generated by random:
N(Z) = (1 − P (Z)) · |Wl|
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where |Wl| is the number of possible words of length l. Although this does not seem
to be reported by the algorithms, it would be another, intuitive measure of how
unusual a word with a certain Z-value is.
It has been suggested that Z-scores do not reflect well the situation in DNA, as
the distribution of words seems to approximate very badly the normal distribution
(Marino-Ramirez et al., 2004).
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χ2 is very similar to the Z-score distribution, but does not require calculating the
variance. Given the observed and the expected number of occurrences of a word w,
the χ2-Value is defined as follows:
χ2(w) =
(occ(w) − E(w))2
E(w)
The higher χ2, the more overrepresented a word is. As for a random experiment,
it follows the χ2-distribution from which one can derive the expected number of
words that exceed a given χ2 value in a random experiment. The formula is the
same as for the Z-score, and is used by Wordup and its HMM-building extension
Yebis. (Hertz & Stormo, 1999) indicate that for n-long sequences χ2(w) approaches
2n · IC(w), if n is high and IC small.
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Consensus focuses on the information content of a motif and therefore its null model
requires an estimation of the probability that a given IC can be obtained by randomly
aligning random sequences. One possible starting point of this calculation (based
on (Staden, 1989)) is the probability to obtain a certain information content for a
single column of the motif’s weight matrix. This probability distribution can simply
be tabulated by trying all values that can reasonably occur in the results, e.g. we
could try all different weights possible for all of {A,C,T,G}, calculate their IC up
to a certain precision and then count how probable every IC was. The obtained
probabilities for each position are then summed over the whole motif length.
This leads to the value Pmat, the probability to obtain a certain IC for a matrix,
given a certain method to construct the alignment. It is multiplied by the number
of possible alignments for the current method, which is a user specified parameter
(e.g. the number of motif instances per sequences are either = 1, ≥ 0 or≥ 1).
In the simplest case, where one sequence can contribute exactly one instance, the
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number of possible alignments A for s sequences of length n and motifs of width
w is A = (n − w + 1)s. According to the authors, the result P = Pmat · A is an
approximation of the P value for the null-hypothesis.
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Algorithms on yeast sequences often try to determine a certain bias of motifs to
occur at certain positions relative to the start of transcription. In ITB, this position
is compared to motif hits on thousands of randomly HMM-generated sequences and
a P Value for the current motif’s position is calculated. AlignACE’s postprocessing
program calculates a P value against a binomial null model (see page 60). The
average distance to the start of translation in 50bp-steps is therefore reported. Its
P value is calculated as the Bernoulli-probability to observe a certain number m or
more sites in a 50bp window given an i.i.d. random experiment. PositionAnalysis
(van Helden et al., 2000b) reports a χ2-score on the number of hits within a 10bp
region and thus estimates how valid the assumption is that the motif is really located
at a certain position.
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Due to the combinatorial nature of binding sites in metazoans13, we assume that a
single motif will not be found only in coregulated genes but in many other ones as
well. However, for yeast, a given motif is often considered specific for a well de-
fined group of genes. This leads to the representational score (RS) from (Anderson
& Parker, 2000), which is the motif’s frequency in the group of coregulated genes
divided by its frequency in the other genes. A P value for RS is calculated by gen-
erating many random gene-groups and counting how often a similar RS-value was
obtained. A score from the probabilistic algorithm AlignACE which is calculated in a
prost-processing phase, resembles this a lot (see page 60). There, group specificity
is the probability of observing a certain intersection of x or more elements between
result and training set in an i.i.d. random experiment.
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Weeder in the original version reports standard scores like IC or Z-scores. But a new
version (Pavesi et al., 2004b) lists “interesting motifs” in addition. This is a rather
13 Metazoans = Organisms that consist usually of more than one cell, like animals or plants, but not
yeast
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simple heuristic and is made possible since Weeder is fast enough to try different
motif lengths. They are all returned to the user. If on this list short motifs are
included within other, longer ones, Weeder returns the longer ones as “especially
interesting”. They are supposed to contain the smaller motifs as conserved cores,
“a feature often encountered in real instances” (Pavesi et al., 2004b). Apart from
Neuwald et al.’s motif sampler (see below), which seems to have included some
notion of core within its probabilistic model, this is the first clear commitment in the
motif discovery community to the “conserved-block” property of real binding sites,
exploited by motif scanners for years.
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This is a very special score, only used by EC. Actually, it is the weighted sum of two
scores: similarity and complexity. Roughly, similarity is calculated as the sum of
the differences of the motif’s weight matrix from the consensus string, substracted
from 1, and summed over all positions of the motif. It reflects how well the motif
corresponds to the consensus, how well conserved the motif is. Compositional com-
plexity is calculated as follows, where l is one of the letters {A,C, T,G} and nl is
the number of letters in the string of length w:
Complexity =
1
w · log4(
w!
Q
nl!
)
As long stretches of the same letter, like   , can create only few different words,
they receive a high complexity. Obviously, this does not make much sense14. Alto-
gether, fitness was supposed (without the mistake in the last formula) to be high if
the motif conforms well to its consensus and its instances consist of many different
letters, a rather unusual and crude filtering scheme. It would have been nice to see
how real binding sites from Transfac score on these formulas.
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DMotif considers motif discovery a discrimination problem. It first filters out pat-
terns that exceed a certain score, those that occur too often, a very uncommon step
that nevertheless could make a lot of sense to biologists (who wants to see TATAAT
14 There is an error in the equation. The log should have been in the numerator. In addition, there
was some normalizing done on the score, not mentioned in the paper. The authors acknowledged the
mistake, after the author illustrated them with an example.
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ranked number one all the time?). It then plots positive and negative motif occur-
rences in 2D-space and tries to fit a classifier to separate them. The P value is then
calculated as the probability that this classifier is better than on randomly generated
sequences.
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YMF (Sinha & Tompa, 2002) can postprocess its results with FindExplanators
(Blanchette & Sinha, 2001) to eliminate those motifs whose instances were found
very close together and keep those that are distributed equally over a certain sub-
set of genes. This is the exact opposite of what is done when working with the
Drosophila genome (Berman et al., 2002), so there seems to be a significant differ-
ence in binding site distribution between the species. Another explanation could be
that for D. melanogaster, work focuses on early developmental enhancers that might
have a less specific promotor organization than other genes due to their special place
in body development.
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As mentioned earlier, most probabilistic algorithms postulate a certain statistical
model and then try to iteratively improve the parameters until they fulfill some
stop-criterion15. A rather inconvenient result of the methods’ iterative nature is the
random starting point: Every run can lead to different results. Therefore, due to the
lack of thresholds, most programs can return an endless number of motifs of which
the user has to find out the top candidates.
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Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation was developed by Timothey
Bailey in his PhD-Thesis (Bailey, 1995). It is an Expectation Maximization (EM) ap-
proach which was originally written for proteins. EM is a general method to find
maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) in data that depend on unobserved variables
(see (Welling, nown) (Georgi, 2002) for good tutorials). The Baum-Welch algorithm
is one of the most well-known EM-approaches: It calculates the MLE transition prob-
15 To our current knowledge. The only exception is Meme, which reports E-values but optimizes on
log-likelihood, see for (Moses et al., 2004) for details.
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abilities of a HMM from a sequence. EM iterates over two steps, updating the model
θ until convergence:
1. Expectation-step: Given a model θt (the initial model is random), determine
a formula for the expected value E(θt) of the model
2. Maximization-step: Use this formula to find the θt+1 which maximizes E, e.g.
by derivation.
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In our application, the instances’ positions – the
alignment θ – are the unknown variables. MEME assumes that there is One Occur-
rence Per Sequence (OOPS-model). The more involved Zero Or more Occurrences
Per Sequence (ZOOPS) and TCM (Two Component Mixture, instances can occur
anywhere) models have more variables in θ, but the basic procedure remains iden-
tical. The number of instances per sequence, for example, can also have a random
starting point and then be explored by EM. The occurrence-model can be selected
by a parameter, just like the background Markov Model (which is a rather new addi-
tion, not mentioned in the original article) and (optionally) the width. The optimal
width can also be sampled by MEME, by trying different widths, eventually shorten-
ing them by doing an additional EM-round without some of the flanking bases.
During the algorithm, MEME keeps a list of the weight matrices derived from the
current putative instances (θ) and does calculations on them.
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1. Expectation-step: MEME roughly collects candidate sites for a given (or ran-
dom) weight matrix derived from the model (by scanning the sequences) ...
2. Maximization-step: ... and then updates the model with those new sites in
the sequences that lead to the highest expected value.
This is a kind of gradient decent search from a random starting point that will
always reach a local maximum (like all EM methods) but might fail to find the
global maximum. Therefore, MEME has to be run many different times with random
starting points and the set of results is then sorted by E-Value. Actually, the sketch of
the algorithm here is only valid for the OOPS-model. In ZOOPS and TCM-models,
more data, like the number of sites per sequences, have to be guessed and improved
as well.
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The E-value gives the number of times one expects a motif of this log-
likelihood to be found in random sequences. The likelihood is the ratio of the prob-
ability to find this particular instance of the motif model divided by the probability
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to find it in the background (random i.i.d. sequences with the same A/T-content as
the analyzed sequences or sequences generated by a given Hidden Markov Model,
which is a parameter). The log-likelihood can be directly obtained during the algo-
rithm, as it is part of calculating the expected value.
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As Meme targeted protein motifs, there were no experiments on
DNA-data. However, most other programs compared their results with Meme, usu-
ally with the result that their own implementation scored better (e.g. (Sinha &
Tompa, 2003) (Workman & Stormo, 2000) (Pevzner & Sze, 2000)). In the motif
discovery assessment (see page 77), however, MEME scored better than many of
these methods. This might be due to difficult parameter setting and to the fact that
MEME was originally aimed at motifs in protein sequences. Therefore, its results
still seem to be plagued by rather too long motifs and too degenerate ones, like in
the assessment, where MEME’s predictions were “evaluated by eye” by the authors
(see the “MEME – Results – Comments ” section of the assessment website (Tompa
et al., 2005) ).
One companion program to MEME, MAST (Bailey & Gribskov, 1998), does a fast
search on a sequence database for the motifs discovered by MEME. Another com-
panion, MetaMEME (Grundy et al., 1997), tries to train a HMM with the instances
found of MEME’s output and as such can learn a group of protein motifs that occur
close together. It is likely that due to the many false positives when searching for
binding sites, this approach is not transferable to DNA motifs and as such we have
not seen any applications to DNA yet.
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This approach looks completely different as it is built around a different
motif model, called hidden Markov-Dirichlet Multinomial (HMDM). Roughly, it as-
sumes that a collection of weight matrices serves as prototypes for all final weight
matrices. Every prototype contributes to the final matrix with a value sampled from
Dirichlet distribution. So there has to be a collection of start matrices, given to-
gether with weight distributions how much they influence the result. All of these
distributions are then iteratively sampled to maximize the information content of
the final matrix. When a motif model has been determined, the sequence is scanned
for it. The matching positions are then run through a Hidden Markov Model to find
co-occurrences or clusters.
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This model is meant to account for motifs where conserved positions in the ma-
trices are preferably located next to each other and binding sites occur in clusters,
which seems reasonable from a biological point of view. The MotifPrototyper (Xing
& Karp, 2004) was later used to train the model’s parameters and to scan for known
motifs and discover unknown ones. When applied to yeast, the program is reported
to outperform both MEME and AlignACE. It was also applied to Drosophila genes
but no comparison was done there.
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The original “Gibbs Sampler for Motif Discovery” (Lawrence
et al., 1993) was published in Science in 1993 and is called just “Gibbs” in the
following. Since one of its original assumptions was that there exists at least one
instance of a motif in every sequence, the method is sometimes called the “site sam-
pler”. Gibbs is a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach: “Markov-Chain”,
since the results from every step depend only on the results of the preceding one
(like in EM). “Monte-Carlo”, as the way to select the next step is not deterministic
but rather based on sampling, i.e. random-numbers. The only difference to Meme
seems step number two, where EM selects the single instance that maximizes the
expected value, whereas in Gibbs every instance has a certain probability to become
selected. The statistical background of MCMC-methods is explained in the book by
Jun S. Liu (Liu, 2001) and that of Gibbs in particular in a companion article (Liu,
1995).
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Input is a set of n sequences, each sequence has
to contain at least one instance of the motif. The length l of the motif is given.
As for variables, two matrices of length l are used: MotifMatrix to store the cur-
rent putative motif that the algorithm has collected so far, BackMatrix to store the
current background composition. Alignment[1..n] is an array to store the current
offsets (or: positions) of the putative instances in the sequences. For example, if we
have n = 5 sequences and Alignment[1..5] is [1,1,1,1,1] then the motif is supposed
to start in every sequence at the first letter (up to the lth letter). It is obvious that
given the array Alignment we can calculate the MotifMatrix (this was explained
in detail on page 14)
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Figure 2.5.: The two basic steps of Gibbs Sampling Algorithms
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At initialization, Alignment is filled with random values that
have to be valid offsets in the sequences. Then the following two steps are repeated:
1. Predictive Update Step: MotifMatrix is calculated from the strings indicated
by Alignment, except one. This is sequence z, completely left out of the sub-
sequent calculations. We could imagine this as an algorithm that — assuming
that one instance of its data is wrong — is trying to refine only this parame-
ter. As Alignment points to all instances of the current motif in all sequences,
all other strings of length l in the sequences are now considered to be back-
ground, non-motif strings. Therefore, BackMatrix is calculated from these.
In this way, two matrices, one for the current motif and one for the current
background, have been calculated from all sequences except z. A very simpli-
fied version of this is shown on figure 2.5, taken from Denis Thieffry’s lecture
slides.
2. Motif Sampling Stenp: These matrices can be used to measure the probability
that a given string corresponds to MotifMatrix and not to BackMatrix. To
this end, all substrings of length l in sequence z are scored (see page 23). The
ratio Ax =
pm
pb
of motif probability to background probability for every string
on sequence z is calculated. This number could be called a weight, because
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the algorithm does not always select the string with the highest ratio. Instead,
the weight is used to sample randomly (see below) one of the strings on z as
the new putative instance of the motif. Its offset is stored in Alignment[z].
Randomized (Gibbs) sampling means that a particular string is taken with the
probability
px =
Ax
∑
Ax
As long as there is no hit on a real motif, the algorithm will sample just randomly
through the sequences but as soon as one true motif has been selected by chance,
more of the similar ones will be chosen in the other sequences, leading quickly to
convergence. Of course, the process is not deterministic. It has to be repeated
as often as necessary to give somewhat reproducible results. A “run” is a set of
iterations that result in one motif.
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The various motifs found in several runs are compared and the best ones
are kept. Since during the search the weights have already been calculated, they
can be reused for motif scoring. We therefore search for the run that has the highest
product of all the Ax. Or, equivalently, the maximal sum of the logarithms of Ax,
given by
F =
l
∑
i=1
4
∑
j=1
ci,j log
qi,j
pi
where ci,j denotes the count of nucleic acid i at position j in the motif instances
(strings) that are represented by Alignment and qi,j is the probability that nucleic
acid i at position j corresponds to MotifMatrix; pj is the probability that position
j corresponds to BackgroundMatrix. In short, the sum of the weighted (log’ed)
likelihoods of all nucleic acids, summed over the whole length of the motif. Actually,
this score is almost identical to relative information content, the only difference lies
in ci,j , that is an integer-count here and not a probability.
 1  $: !
If the length of the motif l is unknown to the user and not specified, the
algorithm can search for the optimal one. In this case, several runs will be started,
trying a range of possible lengths. However, to compare them and find the op-
timal one, score F has to be normalized with respect to different lengths of the
strings. Otherwise, the score would always favor longer strings. Roughly, this is
done by substracting the information needed to determine the location of the motif
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in each sequence divided by the number of free parameters (in the case of DNA, 4l).
Lawrence et al. call this information per parameter.
The algorithm can easily be mislead by a shifted version of a pattern: If in an
early iteration, positions two letters away from the start of the real motif’s instances
were selected, then this will always lead to the selection of similar, shifted instances
in all the other sequences. Every couple of iterations, the current set of positions is
therefore moved slightly to the left and the right to see if this improves the score F.
 # + $=* ?!
The original article didn’t try an application to DNA-binding sites, as
the algorithm only targeted proteins. The problem of binding site identification
didn’t yet attract much attention in 1993, due to the lack of co-expression data.
An intermediate improved Version was MACAW (Liu, 1994), that implemented the
Gibbs Sampler for DNA and was reported to be more effective than Expectation
Maximization on some human samples (CRP-genes).
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Since Gibbs was not tailored to DNA sequences it did not
take into account their special properties. Most notably, long stretches of arginins
are ubiquitous in the genome, so receive high scores in the F-function but don’t carry
any biological meaning. It was therefore necessary to better adjust the site sampler’s
scoring model to the case of binding site discovery.
As the assumption “one occurrence per sequence” (OOPS) can rarely be guaran-
teed for data from real biological experiments, Neuwald et al. (Neuwald et al., 1995)
adapted the original Gibbs to remove this limitation. The new algorithm is the basis
for all other Gibbs samplers on DNA, searches multiple motifs in parallel and highly
improves the scoring scheme based on statistical foundations laid in (Liu, 1995), by
distinguishing between highly-conserved and less-conserved positions in the motif.
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The input is one long sequence that is assumed to
contain k motifs. If the user supplies several sequences, they are simply concate-
nated. The result is expected to contain e 16 instances. No single MotifMatrix is
used, but a whole set of them, MotifMatrix[0..k], as multiple motifs are searched.
So Alignments[0..k, 1..max] becomes a two-dimensional array. The variable max
is a theoretical upper limit on the number of instances possible. There is no
16 Actually, e is sampled from a Dirichlet distribution. Only some “crude guess” (Liu, 1995) has to be
made on its value. It is also sometimes called prior.
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BackMatrix, but MotifMatrix[0] serves instead as the background distribution,
for reasons explained below.
As a completely new concept, every MotifMatrix has a MatrixMask. This is a
bitmask that indicates which positions of the matrix are relevant when calculating
the weights, i.e. the similarity between a string and the matrix. The concept reflects
experiences by the authors, that some positions of a motif are biologically almost
irrelevant. There is no width-optimization step, so the length l of the motifs must
also be given.
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The basic algorithm is very similar to Gibbs with the exception that it
operates on one sequence instead of a set of them and multiple matrices instead
of one. Therefore, at initialization, it randomly choses e l-long instances in the
sequence for all k MotifMatrices and stores them in Alignments[1..k,1..e].
1. Predictive Update Step: Just as in Gibbs, the MotifMatrices are calculated
from the positions of the instances. Instead of one matrix, here, e instances
are mapped to one out of k motifs.
2. Motif Sampling Step: One substring s (which is not already an instance
from Alignments) of the sequence is chosen. Now the MotifMatrices are
scored17 and one of the matrices is weighted-randomly taken. This can also
be MotifMatrix[0], the background distribution. To save this result, sub-
string s is counted as an instance of the newly sampled matrix and added to
Alignments (and, if it had been an instance of another matrix before, removed
from the old matrix’ alignment).
3. Column Sampling Step: Positions in the motif that are rich in information are
more important for a motif than the others, therefore the algorithm uses only
a subset of the columns to calculate similarity; these are called “on” in the
following. But this subset has to be adapted to the changed matrix, so one of
the on-columns is switched “off” at random. These columns are then sampled
according to a weight that is developed in the article by Liu et al. The formula
is rather complicated, but it has the property that positions that are close to
information rich positions receive more weight.18
4. Near-optimum Sampling Step: After a fixed number of iterations of the first
three steps, the best motif (see Scoring) is kept. Sampling the sequence for this
17 Actually, only the columns that are switched on in MatrixMask, but that will be explained in step
3.
18 If in this step the first letter is switched off, the whole motif is shifted one letter towards the right,
so no additional special shifting step is necessary.
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matrix continues without the column sampling step and with better values for
e now. This makes sure that the motif now does not change very much, but
renders slight improvements possible and new instances can be found that are
closely related to the final motif but were not discovered before.
  %+ $:
During sampling: Information Content was replaced by the MAP-score
(maximum a priori log likelihood). It measures the degree of overrepresentation
of the motif in the sequences instead of the motif’s similarity to its instances. The
coauthors of the original Gibbs article had developed the formula (Liu, 1995)19,
of which in the original Neuwald-paper only a rough approximation is given as
MAP = NlogR, where N is the number of instances of a motif and R is the degree
of overrepresentation of a motif. R is not trivial to develop nor to understand but
the authors claim that it increases if one of the following is true: many instances,
better conserved motifs, less input sequences, tightly packed conserved positions
and a high usage of rare nucleic acids.
With the final motifs: Based on a set of background sequences that are the shuffled
input sequences, the significance of the motifs is evaluated. The shuffled sequences
are therefore appended to the real sequences and the sampler is started again. Unre-
alistic motifs are now as likely to come from the input as from the control sequence
part. A Wilcoxon-test is used to calculate a measure for motif significance from the
distribution of instances.
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon-Test compares two ranked samples A and B and tests
against the null-hypothesis that the median of the two distributions is 0. The ranking
is done on the log-odds-score that is a direct result of the Gibbs sampler. Then,
taking every motif m from A, we count the number of motifs in B that score less.
The sum over all possible m will give U , a score whose distribution is known to
approximate the normal distribution and for which a P value can be looked up.
 # + $=* ?!
Again, only protein data is given.
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The improvements of the motif sampler were taken over by
AlignACE, but extended to better suit real biological examples. Data on yeast was
used to guide the process. AlignACE is also accompanied by tools that simplify the
task of judging the biological importance of motifs and group similar motifs into
19 Jun S. Liu is statistician. Therefore, his papers assumes the reader to have a high level in statistics.
2. Algorithms in binding site discovery
clusters. The whole set of programs was used for several well-known studies on
yeast (Roth et al., 1998), (Tavazoie et al., 1999) (Harbison et al., 2004). Here we
describe the latest version from (Hughes et al., 2000).
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Rather small changes to the search process: The priors for the nucleic
acids’ probabilities were fixed to the values for the yeast genome. Both strands are
searched at both steps of the algorithm for the motif. As the assumption of one motif
per sequence is usually not valid in promoters, the algorithm is adapted to multiple
motifs: When an occurrence is found, its strong positions are marked and cannot be
used in the following sampling steps anymore, which should eliminate the problem
of finding the same motif several times in subsequent iterations.
  %+ $:
Apart from the usual MAP-scores, the probability which the Gibbs Sam-
plers maximize, AlignACE tries to rate the motifs with two procedures that are more
biologically motivated. ScanACE is a separate program to measure the importance
of motifs in the context of the whole genome, which makes a lot of sense from a
biological point of view. As input, it gets a list of motifs from AlignACE and all the
upstream sequences of a genome. From this a group specificity is calculated, i.e. a
measure if the motif is only present in the set of coregulated sequences from which
the motif was learned (the original input to AlignACE, the training set) and not in
the rest of the genome (the result set). In addition, a positional bia s is reported,
already introduced on page 50
 # + $=* ?!
Compared to other publications, the authors performed a very com-
prehensive analysis of their tools on real data, 6226 ORFs in yeast. Corregulated
groups were extracted from various sources, from which AlignACE found ca. 3000
motifs. They were filtered and grouped into 25 clusters. ScanACE was run to find
these in the genome and to sort them by group specificity. Of the 25 highest scor-
ing ones, 16 were already described in literature. Whereas positional bias played a
strong role for some, many motifs did not demonstrate significant positioning rel-
ative to the start of translation. Negative tests on random sequences were done as
well as positive tests on data where the binding sites were already known, where of
29 known motifs, 21 were found.
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One of the oldest approaches in binding site scanning, even
older than the weight matrix, is perceptron learning20 (Stormo et al., 1982). It
is not suprising to see a related algorithm appearing in motif discovery 18 years
later, published by a student of Mr. Stormo. But although ANN-Spec (Workman &
Stormo, 2000) uses an Artificial Neural Network to find the specificity of binding
sites, it seems to be more similar to the original Gibbs Site Sampler: A perceptron is
used to classify substrings as binding-site or non-binding-site, so the weights of the
perceptron correspond to the weights of the matrix in Gibbs. However, the update
of the weights is done with a gradient, the common method in perceptron learning.
According to the authors, ANN-Specs’ performance is slightly superior to both Gibbs
and Meme.
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Motif-containing sequences and background se-
quences are given. One perceptron is used for the scoring and the classification into
the classes “binding site” or “background”. The number of motifs per sequence k
can be set a priori or is estimated based on scanning the background sequences in
every iteration.
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The weights of the perceptron are initialized to represent a randomly
sampled site in the sequences. Then the following steps are repeated until a fixed
number of iterations is reached:
1. Motif Sampling Step: According to the authors, the weighted sum of the per-
ceptrons’ inputs for a substring j, hj , could be read as a binding energy or
probability for fixation or collision of two molecules, namely the transcription
factor and the particular sequence j. Therefore, the probability hj is not used
directly as in Gibbs. Instead, the Maxwell-Boltzmann function exphj is applied.
The result is a weight for every substring from which k sites are sampled.
2. Weight Update Step: The objective is the log-likelihood of the selected sites.
Then a weight change is applied:
∆Ω = η(
∆U∗
∆Ω
) − λΩ
20 A Perceptron is usually a class of very simple Neural Network, with only feed-forward connections.
In Ann-Spec, only one single artificial neuron is used per letter, so this perceptron cannot be really
called a Neural Network.
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Ω is the weight-vector, η the learning rate, U ∗ the objective and λ the de-
cay rate. So the change is the log-likelihood from the sampled sites (the new
weight) divided by the old weight, corrected by learning rate and decay fac-
tor. The basic formula is a standard in perceptron learning and makes some
difference between the current algorithm and the Gibbs site sampler: Here,
every weight is adjusted into the direction of the newly selected sites. It does
not directly reflect these sites.
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Log-likelihood is the objective and therefore the parameter that corre-
sponds to the score. In this case, it is the Boltzmann probability of hj divided by
the number of similar sites in the genome (the background sequences), summed
over all possible sites in a sequence. Its logarithm, summed over all sequences,
gives a score that increases if the motifs are either well conserved in the positive
sequences or they occur more often in the positive set than in the background.
 # + $=* ?!
Random sequences were generated (500bp long) and mutated mo-
tifs implanted into them (10-80 sequences). Gibbs performed slightly better than
Ann-Spec on these, but Meme and Consensus fall behind. On sequences where a
non-random background was used and provided to the algorithms, giving Meme
and ANN-Spec the possibility to exploit its composition, ANN-Spec scores much bet-
ter than Meme and Gibbs, whole results do not differ much from each other. Another
test with the same results on real yeast promotors is mentioned, but the respective
paper was not accepted by the journal and is not available from the authors any-
more, its work not persued any further (personal communication, C.T. Workman)
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Based on the observation that gene prediction software uses
hidden Markov process models to distinguish genes from intergenic sequences, the
authors of the MotifSampler (without a space) (Thijs et al., 2001) replaced the back-
ground matrix, that was used in the other samplers, by a Hidden Markov Model.
Applied to sequences from Arabidopsis, the authors claim that it improved the sam-
pler’s performance (Thijs et al., 2001) (Lescot, 2002) (Marchal et al., 2003), al-
though this might seem surprising, given that separating binding sites from noise
within promotors is a very different problem than distinguishing whole promotors
from genes. It has to be noted, though, that Thijs et al. were not the first ones that
added a markov model to a Gibbs Sampler (see Improbizer, on page 67). They also
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wrote a motif scanner that is built around the same idea, calculating scores of hits
via an HMM. (Coessens et al., 2003)
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Though published in 2001, the algorithm is an
extension of the original Gibbs site sampler from 1993, whereas the name would
imply rather an improvement to the motif sampler by Neuwald et al. Like the latter,
Thijs et al. remove the inconvenient constraint “one motif per sequence” , so zero
to Cmax copies in a sequence can be present. Therefore, the list of positions has
multiple entries for every sequence again. However, the number of motifs is sampled
from a discrete distribution Γ that is updated in every step (see details) whereas
Neuwald et al. use a Dirichlet distribution.
The distribution Γ can be saved as an array, where for every number of copies
a probability is stored. The HMM used to represent the background is built from
selected intergenic sequences and a couple of them are supplied by the authors for
various model organisms. Therefore, the background probability can be calculated
for every substring, and saved before the real algorithm starts, as the HMM does
never change.
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After calculating the background probabilities, intializing the align-
ments with random numbers and calculating the distribution of copies Γ from it,
the following steps are repeated until convergence or until a maximum number of
iterations are reached:
1. Copies Sampling Step: For every sequence, the number of expected copies Ck
is sampled from Γ.
2. Predictive Update Step: As in original Gibbs, remove all entries of one se-
quence z from Positions and reduce the putative sites in all sequences so that
there are only C copies left. Calculate the motif matrix from Positions.
3. Motif Sampling Step: Calculate motif probability for every substring in z.
Score each substring with motif- divided by background-probability. Sample
C instances from this distribution and add them to Alignments. Update Γ.
  %+ $:
Three different measures are output: Information Content relative to
background as in Gibbs (called Kullback-Leiber-distance21 here), Information Con-
tent of the pure motif (called Consensus Score by the authors) and log-likelihood.
21 Which should be called Kullback-Leibler-Distance as in equation 1.2, but this typo is recurrent, not
only in many articles by Thijs et al.
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This is the sum of the following “log’ed” probabilities: Probability that sequence
is generated by background, probability that maximum C copies of motifs are ob-
served and the probability that the motif corresponds to the sites, summed over
all possible numbers of copies. Log-likelihood is the score that is optimized during
sampling.
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The probability to observe C copies of a motif in a
sequence given the background is calculated according to Bayes’ theorem. This is
the probability to find C motifs in the sequence multiplied by a constant factor 22
divided by the probability to find a reasonable number of motifs in a sequence (all
probabilities are relative to the background). The whole expression is calculated for
every reasonable number of copies between 1 and Cmax and for the two strands and
stored in Γ.
 # + $=* ?!
Extensive evaluation of its parameters has been performed with the
MotifSampler, though no documented comparisons with other algorithms were done
in the paper. Various model organisms were studied and multiple articles treat the
results:
• A. thaliana, G-box: A set of 33 500bp-upstream sequences was known to
contain the 6bp-long G-Box motif. Six motifs of length 8 were searched in 20
runs of which the algorithm found the motif in 15-18 runs. The higher Cmax
is set, the lower the number of successful runs was. Then random upstream
sequences from A. thaliana that were known not to contain the motif were
added to the set and the sampler re-run 10 times. Starting at 30 negative
sequences, performance deteriorates but never falls below 5 successful runs.
The version without the HMM as background model scores much worse, as
little as one third to one tenth of the runs are successful. Only one strand was
analyzed for all the searches.
• S. cerevisae, MET: Using data from (Helden et al., 1998) eleven 800bp-
upstream sequences on both strands were searched for a known MET-motif.
The motif had the length 9bp, but best results were obtained using a shorter
width of 8. In one third of the runs the real motif was identified. Performance
decreased when length or Cmax was increased.
22 This is the probability to find C motifs in the background, but for simplicity it is replaced by a
constant prior: The expected probability of finding a motif in a sequence input by the user, according
to the authors 0.2 is a good value to start with.
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• Bacteria, FNR: Data from various bacteria was assembled for a testset of 10
sequences that are regulated by the transcription factor FNR. MotifSampler is
reported to have found the 14bp-long sequence as expected, but no probabili-
ties nor parameters are given.
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Bioprospector (Liu et al., 2001) differs from the original Gibbs sam-
pler in four aspects:
1. Markov background model: Segments are scored relative to a third-order
Markov model.
2. Threshold sampling: When selecting segments, in the sampling step, two
thresholds are used: All substrings with a score exceeding the high threshold
are immediately selected, those with a score that fall below the low threshold
are completely left out of the sampling. The sampling is only done on sub-
strings that score between both thresholds. The new notion of a “too good”
correspondance to a model is interesing; only DMotif incorporates similar fil-
tering.
3. Specific motif models: The user can specifiy a two-blocks/fixed- spacer or
a palindromic model. The sampler then uses two different matrices with a
spacer or one matrix that is applied two times, reverse-transcribed and nor-
mal.23
4. Corrected motif scoring scheme: The Information Content of a motif can be
good even if there are only very few instances. But a motif with 150 instances
is biologically more meaningful although its IC is usually lower. Therefore, the
information content of a motif is multiplied by the number of instances.
The algorithm was tested on yeast and bacteria data, but not compared to any other
one.
      
Actually this algorithm from (Liu et al., 2002) is a slighly modified version
of the original Motif Sampler that is adapted to all experiments where information
is available that a couple of sequences has a preference to contain binding sites. In
ChIP-on-Chip-data, for example, there seems to be some ranking possible derived
from the strength of binding, signaled by a high intensity of the spot on the array
(see section 1.2.1). The highlighted sequences are more likely to contain the motif,
so MDScan uses every l-long substring of them as the starting point for a “with-
23 This is similar to the approach of Dyad-Analysis and Co-Bind (next page)
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mismatches” scan over all sequences. All of the substrings that are found to be
similar to the given word are then saved and a matrix is calculated from them. This
matrix is used for the first predictive update step of the Motif Sampler, as a starting
point for the search. MDScan is therefore something like a combination between
Sample-Driven Enumeration and Gibbs Sampling, which is especially adapted to
ChIP-data. It is consequently reported to score better than AlignACE, Consensus or
Bioprospector on data where the rough number of instances is known. This is – like
in the original Motif Sampler – still a parameter that has to be specified (the “prior”).
MDScan was applied to 12 yeast ChIP-array data-sets and many artifical sets.
     $:
Co-Bind (GuhaThakurta & Stormo, 2001) is tailored to a specific motif
model, the dyad model of two adjacent motifs separated by a spacer. It also uses
gibbs sampling but with a different predictive-update step: Similar to Ann-Spec,
gradient-descent is done instead of direct calculation of the new matrix from the
newly selected instances. The scoring model explicitly calculates probabilities for
two different factors being bound by one gene. Although differences are small, the
authors claim that Co-bind finds significantly more motifs than Bioprospector.
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Jim Kent (the author of the UCSD genome browser and an active
author in bioinformatics tools since many years) wrote another Gibbs site sampler
in 2001 (also called Improbizer) that is using a Markov model for the background,
can extend the motif length and is using background sequences to calculate a score.
Unfortunately, apart from the source code and a small list of parameter descriptions
on the website, no more information is available and no article was published until
now. Example data on yeast can be found on the website.
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“Yet another Gibbs Sampler digging for DNA-motifs” (the title of the
poster) (Favorov et al., 2002) is yet another gibbs sampler that searches for 0 or
1 occurrences of a motif per sequence, optimises the motif length while sampling,
can improve found patterns by scanning the sequences similar to the near-optimum
sampling in the motif sampler by Neuwald et al. and uses relative Information
Content as a score. It was applied to bacteria. Only very short descriptions at the
size of extended abstracts are available. Some took part in the assessment described
in 2.7.
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The group around Jun S. Liu publishes many24 derivatives of
the Gibbs Sampler. At the time of writing, the most recent version is slightly modi-
fying the weight matrix model. In a Generalized Weight Matrix (GWM), every letter
along the motif has still a probability to occur at a position, but a given nucleotide
can be correlated with another one. The authors claim that this model needs less
parameters than any of the more complex ones like Bayesian networks or HMMs
(see section 1.2.2 on page 19), while still being more expressive than a standard
weight matrix and therefore can increase the performance of both scanning and
motif discovery alike.
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The GWM consists of two types of matrices: One
is the usual mononucleotide weight matrix, the other one are some dinucleotide
matrices, which each have an attribute (x,y) that specifies the positions to which
the matrix applies. The dinucleotide matrix consists of a list of all possible combi-
nations of two nucleotides (16) and gives the probability to observe the two in this
order at the positions x and y. For example, if positions (2, 6) in a motif of length 6
are assumed to be correlated, then the matrix for positions 1,3,4,5 stays the same
as usual, but for nucleotides 2 and 6 a seperate submatrix is created, that lists all
possible combinations of letters for (2, 6) (16 possibilities) and their respective prob-
ability.
The second change to the original motif sampler is that the prior is not a fixed,
user-supplied parameter anymore. Lead by experiences from (Liu et al., 2002) this
is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution.
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The algorithm itself stays almost identical to the motif sampler by
Neuwald et al. The sampling step now includes choosing a value for the prior and
does not sample only the normal weight matrix but all the weights of the GWM.
The score is the usual MAP-score, obtained and maximized as part of the sampling
process.
 # + $=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To prove that the GWM outperforms a normal matrix, the authors used
transcription factors for which there are many binding sites available (> 20) and
scanned upstream sequences for them. Whereas they concluded that often GWM
outperforms normal matrix scanning, it sometimes offers no advantages. Motif dis-
covery with GMS-MP was done on the well-known CRP-sequence set ( (Stormo &
24 Roughly 17 out of the 57 papers, listed on his homepage, from 2000-2005 treat the topic of motif
discovery, 8 different implementations can be downloaded.
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Algorithm Model Search Score Publ. Software
Name
Gelfand et al. String, Pal. Enum IC (Gelfand et al., 2000) None
Phylocon Matrix Cons. ALLR (Wang & Stormo, 2003) Src,Web
CompareProspector Matrix Gibbs MAP (Liu et al., 2004a) Web,(Src)
EMnEM Matrix EM p (Moses et al., 2004) Not yet
PhyMe Matrix EM (Sinha, 2003) Src
Table 2.3.: Phylogenetic footprinting algorithm implementations
Legend: Cons. = Consensus, ALLR=Average Loglikelihood Ratio, (Src)=Sourcecode available, but
needs some kind of agreement signed first, Pal=Palindromic, Enum=Enumerative (Pattern Driven)
Hartzell, 1989), sequence length 100 bp) and compared to Bioprospector and the
original Motif Sampler, which lead to roughly similar results, as long as the right
prior was chosen for the two older Gibbs samplers.
On a second dataset (induced by the E2F-transcription factor, sequence length
300 bp) all three samplers were run again and there it turned out that since positions
1 and 2 of the embedded motif were really correlated, the GWM-sampler’s motif
instances came close to the original number of sites while still keeping the matrix
similar to the original motif. There is no estimation, however, how significant the
differences are.
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In section 1.2.5 we referred to the use of global multiple alignments between close
species to uncover binding sites as “phylogenetic shadowing”. If more distant species
are used, the comparative approach is called phylogenetic footprinting (Boffelli et al.,
2003). Because of the many differences between the promotors involved, global
alignments are not usable anymore. So motif discovery – similar to motif scanning
before, as presented in section 1.2.5 – goes the way of inter-species comparisons
to achieve the necessary performance improvement. Therefore, it won’t be very
suprising to see the same smorgasbord of approaches being modified and applied to
many genes from a couple of different species leading to a new torrent of algorithms.
Three basic precedures have been followed until now: (1) Treat orthologous genes
like co-regulated genes and run a standard algorithm, (2) align orthologs first and
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then apply discovery only on conserved regions and (3) exploit evolutionary dis-
tances directly as an integrated part of the motif discovery.
Examples of the first group are not very new: (Gelfand et al., 2000) applied Z-
scores and an enumerative search for palindromic hexamers, (McGuire & Church,
2000) and (McGuire et al., 2000) extracted upstream sequences with the methods
1-3 listed in section 1.2.6, which are rather specific to bacteria. But both just pooled
the sequences together and then did a standard motif discovery, without taking
phylogenetic relationships into consideration. (Kielbasa et al., 2004) describe how
to apply a combination of ITB, Transfac and Clover on orthologous genes but only
intermediate results as graphics are given. It is still interesting since mouse genes
are used and the general setup is realistic (no TSS given, co-expressed genes).
The second way and a one that makes better use of the data is to first filter out
only conserved motifs and then apply the discovery on the conserved regions, the
very same that was done in motif scanning before.
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As yeast has a smaller genome, where a high percentage of transcrip-
tion factors and binding sites are already known and where binding sites them-
selves have a simpler structure than in higher eukaryotes, it is among the first
candidates for this type of method. One of the Best analysis so far, described in
three articles, first sequenced three Saccharomyces-genomes (Kellis et al., 2003) then
wrote and applied their own motif discovery program with an extensive filtering
scheme. (Kamvysselis et al., 2003)
They first searched for orthologous genes with a special algorithm that uses simi-
larities to build a synteny graph which is then pruned until genes are identified that
were conserved in the other species. Their upstream and coding regions are then
globally aligned. The authors point out that alignments for coding and non-coding
regions differ sharply in general and used this property to filter out 10% of the
open reading frames in S. cerevisiae, as they probably do not constitute real genes,
although they are marked in databases as such. (Kellis et al., 2004)
Then two different algorithms are applied. One searches for conserved trinu-
cleotides, separated by a gap of length 0-21 bp. Then a three-level filter is applied:
The motifs have to be totally conserved between species, preferentially conserved
in intergenic vs. coding regions and over-represented in upstream vs downstream
sequences. The results are extended in all directions but don’t have to be fully con-
served there, as for the extension IUPAC-wildcards are also tried. Every base that
discriminates the motifs against the non-conserved motifs is taken as an extension.
The produced motifs are then clustered by similarity, which leads to fewer than 200
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strings (It might be just a coincidence, but this corresponds well to the number of
estimated transcription factors in yeast, see Table 1.1). As a last step, motifs are
searched that are located preferentially upstream of functionally related groups of
genes. To the authors’ surprise, many groups shared motifs. So it seems that no
motif is specific for a certain function and no function entails a certain motif in
yeast, due to the combinatorial nature of transcription factors. For eucaryotes, this
has been noted in quite a few reviews before and is well-known from basal binding
sites. (Werner, 1999)
In a follow-up study, (Chiang et al., 2003) searched for hexamers that were con-
served in three of the four species and kept only those that had some preferred spac-
ing to any other of these words. Then they searched in published gene-expression
data for the selected hexamer-pairs. They conclude that the motif pairs really had
significant influence on expression and that spacing is therefore important. They
also acknowledged that using weight matrices, more motifs could have been found
but trying all 2-combinations of all weight matrix would have been computationally
too expensive. It seems that the whole methodology was evident at the time, as a
very similar article was published four weeks later that also sequenced three yeast
species and did similar, while less automatized, aligning and filtering of conserved
motifs. (Cliften et al., 2003)
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(Liu et al., 2004a) is a variant of BioProspector (Liu et al.,
2001) that constructs global alignments first using Lagan (Brudno et al., 2003) and
then directs the search towards regions of the sequences that are better conserved,
by giving conserved regions a higher weight for the sampling step.
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(Pritsker et al., 2004) is a very unusual kind of interspecies-filtering
that does not really fit into any category: The authors first applied AlignACE to
orthologous upstream groups and took the best scoring motifs. Then they searched
for these motifs in two different genomes and listed for every genome those genes
where the predicted motifs could be found. The better the two gene lists overlap,
the higher the final score of the motif. It is assumed that a transcription factor
will usually regulate the same set of genes, a fact which is called “network-level
conservation” in the article. The authors speculate that 30% of the motifs that they
found could be valid ones.
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The following algorithms do not follow the “filter-first, search-later”-method but
integrate the similarity of sequences into the motif discovery process. According to
the typology of the preceding page, this is method (3) of inter-species discovery:
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seems to lead the field in terms of age, problem specificity and “pub-
lication count” (Blanchette et al., 2003, Blanchette & Tompa, 2003, Blanchette &
Tompa, 2002,Blanchette et al., 2000). It assumes that all sequences are not equally
close to each other. The reason: If they were treated the same, then a group of
similar sequences would carry too much weight for the motif finding. Therefore,
the input is not only the sequences but also a phylogenetic tree that specifies how
the organisms developed during evolution. FootPrinter then searches the closest
sequences (close to the leaves in the tree) for all w-long substrings, goes up the
tree and recursively continues. The user has to specify the evolutionary distance
that should be covered by the motif and those that exceed the threshold are out-
put. A detailed benchmark against Meme and two multiple alignment programs
(ClustalW, DiAlign) has been published (Blanchette et al., 2003) but only on artifi-
cial sequences. And even here, Meme scored similarly well for examples that were
not specificially tailored to footprinter’s assumptions.
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(Prakash et al., 2004) is a version of Meme that, as the name implies,
works on a pair of orthologous sequences. The algorithm is almost identical to
its predecessor, except that here an instance of a motif has two positions, one for
each organism, and for every position within this motif a 4x4-matrix is stored that
specifies for every nucleotide the probability that another nucleotide occurs in the
ortholog motif. All parameters concerned are initialized with random values and
EM is used again to find the combination that leads to the highest P value of two
motifs.
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(Expectation Maximization on an Evolutionary Mixture Model) (Moses
et al., 2004) is yet another EM algorithm like Meme. It needs the phylogenetic
tree as an input, just like FootPrinter, takes sequences close together in the tree and
searches alignments in them. The probabilistic model is hard to understand, but
EMnEM seems to calculate the probability that a certain base is not generated by
the (non-Markov) background and that – under a certain evolutionary model given
as a substitution matrix – the base changed to one of the observed bases in one of
the current alignments. This is similar to OrthoMeme except that OrthoMeme does
not include a substitution model and only works on two sequences. The authors
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tried different substitution models and found that the results depend heavily on
it. A filtered, normal run of Meme often scores better than EMnEM with a bad
substitution model, except for higher evolutionary distances, where EMnEM takes
the lead.
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(Wang & Stormo, 2003) is, not very surprisingly, the extension of Con-
sensus for phylogenetically related sequences. If first runs wconsensus on all orthol-
ogous upstream regions for one gene and keeps all results that exceed a certain score
(Consensus is calculating p-Values on information content). This is repeated for all
genes. The resulting alignments are converted to weight matrices and those that
originate from different genes are compared and collapsed if they are sufficiently
similar (matrix similarity is called here “Averaged Loglikelihood”).
So PhyloCon is two-step procedure that first searches short alignments across the
species and then tries to find the same matrices on alignments from other genes.
The authors justify their use of wconsensus by the fact that it allows no gaps and
local-alignment tools like BLAST/CLUSTALW were not usable on this problem. The
article contains detailed comparisons with other (non-phylogenetic) motif discovery
programs. It is the first one that we have seen where sequence length of 10 kbp is
applied without a decrease in performance.
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As there is some error rate in the clustering of genes into co-regulated groups, the
performance of discovery should improve if the unclustered complete expression
data is incorporated directly into the motif discovery.
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(Bussemaker et al., 2001) was the first approach of this kind. It runs an
exhaustive motif discovery25 for a motif length of 6 or 7 bp and then tries to fit a
multivariate regression where each motif is supposed to have a linear influence on
the final regression ratio. It was applied to yeast (Koerkamp et al., 2002) and the
fruitfly (Orian et al., 2003,van Steensel et al., 2003). MotifRegressor (Conlon et al.,
2003) looks like the very same procedure, also applied to yeast genes, just using
MDScan for the discovery step and applying some additional filtering to the list of
genes before the analysis. (Bannai et al., 2004) (Bannai et al., 2004) is also doing a
regression on words, but is speeding it up by constructing a suffix tree first. (Holmes
25 The authors own algorithm “MobyDick” is not used for this purpose
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& Bruno, 2000) is a rather different algorithm, by combining k-means clustering
with a Gibbs sampler, the resulting algorithm is called KIMONO.
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(Birnbaum et al., 2001) is the inverse of the previous approach, i.e. regres-
sion first, discovery next. It needs the whole expression data over a certain time,
i.e. sets from several experiments conducted one after the other, and a set of al-
ready known transcription factors. Then it tries to find out whether any composite
(added) expression level of any subset of genes explains the expression of the tran-
scription factor. If a set is found, an exhaustive pattern-driven search for 7bp-long
words is run on the upstream regions. On yeast, in 10%-40% of validation examples,
the real binding sites for the transcription factors were found.
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As in motif scanning, motif discovery can also increase its specificity by searching for
combinations of binding sites, commonly called (transcriptional) modules. Usually
this is a postprocessing phase, mining the result of a discovery algorithm to find a
set of motifs that occur preferentially close together or at a certain distance.
The ModuleSearcher (Aerts et al., 2003) is an A*-like approach. As such, it iter-
atively searches all combinations of motifs. The starting point is one single motif.
Then another one is added and the new score is calculated as the sum of all ICs of
all currently selected motifs’ instances that are present in a 200bp-window. If the
score improves, the current motif is added to the set and the algorithm iterates.
Some other, similar algorithms are more targeted towards working with matrices
taken from databases like Transfac. We don’t know yet if they are also applicable for
motif discovery results, with their many false positives. Therefore we just mention
these briefly: CISTER (Frith et al., 2001) is training an HMM and calculating P
values of it to report clusters of binding sites. COMET (Frith et al., 2002) is an
improvement that takes account of the motifs’ order and reports more meaningful
scores by applying a much more elaborate statistical model. MCAST (Bailey & Noble,
2003) is also using an HMM, but with a different background model. Cis-analyst
(Berman et al., 2002) simply uses a sliding window and marks those regions that
exhibit a high number of binding sites close together; it is quite certainly not usable
for a high number of sites like in motif discovery. MSCAN (Johansson et al., 2003)
(Alkema et al., 2004) is searching for a combination of binding sites that minimizes
their joint P Value within a particular window of sequence. The reader if referred
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to Saurabh Sinha’s technical report from 2000 that describes various combinatiorial
motif models (pair, set, HMM, algebra...) and their applications (Sinha, 2000).
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This section was inspired by the many conversations that the author had with bi-
ologists that were rather sceptical about the applicability of motif scanning and –
to a higher extent – discovery. However, especially motif scanning is already ap-
plied quite often by biologists. We suppose that there are many more examples of
successful searches for binding sites than the ones listed in the following paragraph.
(Tullai et al., 2004), for instance, scanned co-regulated human genes from the
same pathway with Match from Transfac, kept only over-represented hits and fil-
tered out ubiquitous binding sites. The remaining sites could be verified in part
by ChIP-experiments. (Mayer et al., 2004) applied MotifSampler and MotifScanner
(using the Transfac database), run from the Toucan interface (Aerts et al., 2003),
and kept only positions where both results overlapped. One of the predictions really
bound the protein.
(Ramirez-Parra et al., 2003) scanned for all hits to the E2F-matrix – which is
bound by a group of transcription factors – on the Arabidopsis-genome’s 800bp-
upstream regions (Tigr.org’s “Patmatch” software). With transgenic plants, where
the binding domain of the E2F transcription factor had been deleted, they could
verify that most of the genes really were expressed much less and that 60% of those
contained at least two binding sites for the E2F-factors.
(Lockwood & Frayling, 2003, Lockwood et al., 2003) did the inverse:
They scanned human 2kbp-upstream regions with their own software at
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. Then they produced mice where a certain transcrip-
tion factor was knocked out. Cells from these mice where then used to compare
expression levels with normal mice. They found 28 genes where levels differed, of
which 8 contained the predicted binding site.
(Berman et al., 2002) and (Berman et al., 2004) scanned the whole drosophila
genome with Cis-Analyist for some binding sites that they suspected to occur close
together and could successfully validate the predictions with experiments. (Halfon
et al., 2002) did almost the same, but scanned only for one particular binding site
combination, just like (Markstein et al., 2002). All of them validated their findings
with biological experiments.
Motif discovery, as opposed to motif scanning, is a rather new method, so we
were surprised to see a successful application as early as 2002: (GuhaThakurta et al.,
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2002) used co-regulated genes from C. elegans that were mined with Consensus and
Ann-Spec which identified a new over-represented motif26. The resulting matrix was
searched on the genome to determine a P value for the hits and the top scoring ones
were validated by aligning orthologous genes from C.briggsae with an algorithm
called GLASS (Batzoglou et al., 2000). One of the best hits were verified by inserting
a fluorescent protein into the genes next to them and then mutating the predicted
binding sites. The result was a dramatical reduction in expression when multiple
sites were deleted and rather small changes with only one site removed.
In (Marchal et al., 2004) the S. typhimurium genome was scanned against a motif
model built from validated sites. For the hits, orthologous genes from 7 different
bacteria were assembled. MotifSampler was run on the resulting gene groups, keep-
ing only motifs that showed one hit per sequence. Then, a multiple alignment –
with the results of MotifSampler serving only as seeds – was constructed, and a mo-
tif was considered relevant if the region around it was “sufficiently” conserved: A
special heuristic has been developed for this task and is documented. Four of the
predictions were selected and their genes all showed significant change in expres-
sion when the transcription factors were suppressed. With the new motif model
(sites from literature and newly verified sites) the genome was scanned again and
other putative targets for the PmrAB transcription factor are postulated.
(Markstein et al., 2004) used Mermaid to search known enhancer regions for
recurrent motifs. Three binding sites were returned of which one was not known
before. The resulting improved enhancer model was used to predict other target
genes of the unknown transcription factor, of which one was verified with various
deletion experiments.
The application of the Ahab algorithm, mentioned on page 35, to the genome of
drosophila lead to 16 predictions of which 13 could be verified with experiments.
(Schroeder et al., 2004).
The most outstanding result of the phylogenetic approaches on yeast is a recent
article (Harbison et al., 2004) that did a complete prediction of all binding sites
with high accuracy. They found weight matrices for all 204 transcription factors
by applying five different motif discovery algorithms (MEME, MDScan, Converge,
Kellis et al., AlignACE) to promoters of 12 microarray-data selected gene-groups and
checked if matches to them were conserved among four sensu stricto Saccharomyces
species. The result is a list of 3353 binding sites, the first complete collection for
26 Note that the authors did not use their own motif discovery program, CoBind. It seems that the
dyad-model was not applicable for the example.
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a eucaryotic genome. From these data, they derive four specific types of promoter
architecture:
1. One binding site, one copy: Mostly for general genes, expressed in many dif-
ferent, basal pathways. Standard transcriptional response.
2. One binding site, several copies: Needed for some rare TFs for binding or a
graded transcriptional response.
3. Different binding sites, no order: Combinatorial regulation, response varies
according to growth conditions.
4. Different binding sites, fixed combinations: Two TFs have related functions or
interact physically.
They also note that more specific binding sites are usually not located in the region
0-100bp upstream of TSS, as this is bound by the transcription initiation apparatus.
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Although motif discovery benchmarks have been done before 27 (Lescot, 2002)
(Pevzner & Sze, 2000) (Sinha & Tompa, 2003) (Sze et al., 2002), they were either
not realistic or not independent: Mr. Pevzner’s comparison was done with artificial
datasets, reflecting motif models that not even slightly tried to reflect known fun-
damental biological properties of binding sites but rather “difficult” sites from the
point of view of computer science. The others were prepared by authors of some
algorithm that, as a result, won the comparison. We don’t want to suggest that all
comparisons were unfair from the outset; the bias might be simply due to complex
parameter-setting and insufficient experience with the other algorithms. So Prof.
Tompa, whose students published quite a few papers on the motif discovery issue,
started a benchmark in 2003 on realistic data from different organisms, covering
different types of motifs.
There are three kinds of datasets:
1. Natural, real sequences with validated motifs from Transfac
2. HMM-generated sequences, trained on the species where the matrices origi-
nate, with inserted motifs, derived from real weight matrices.
3. Sequences generated from a simple multinomial model with inserted motifs,
derived from a weight matrix
The 56 matrices come from yeast, drosophila, mouse and human organisms. For
every species, there exist all three kinds of datasets. They have different lengths,
27 One comparison has been done long ago (Hudak & Mcclure, 1999), but it only tested protein motifs
which are longer and therefore easier to find than binding sites on DNA.
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500 to 3000 bp. Every sequence contains about one motif (for the real sequences
there might be more), whereas four negative sequences without any motif were
added to test their influence on the performance. 45 binding sites have a length
of 35-71 bps. Unfortunately, our analysis of the results is very limited, since the
authors did not publish information about the hidden binding sites, we don’t know
how long they were in every set, how they were chosen from Transfac or anything
about their nucleotide-composition.
The sequences were downloaded by the authors of the motif discovery algorithms
who were supposed to run their tools and document the parameters used. Then they
could return one single motif prediction per sequence group, in a common format,
by specifying the alignment, i.e. the positions of the instances. This might seem
rather strict, as a biologist would never look only at the number-one prediction.
But since there were many sequence groups to analyze, roughly 50 per species,
the final result should not depend too much on some single errors. So the setup
is realistic enough to come close to a real application and certainly better than all
other comparisons started before.
It was possible to cheat in this competition by scanning with Transfac’s matrices to
find out the true motif hits, but since all steps and parameters had to be documented
and annotated, a special tuning to fit and find a certain motif should be visible from
the supporting documentation that the participants had to supply.
The final scores were calculated as the number of overlapping positions between
real and predicted sites. In a second type of scoring scheme, a putative site was
considered a hit, if it overlapped the real site by 25% of its total length, reasoning
that deleting this part would cause expression to change in a wetlab experiment.
We focus on the position-based scores here, as they are not very different from the
site-based calculations.
The following abbreviations are used to specify how the scores were calculated:
tp (true positives) is the length of the overlap between real and predicted positions
and fp (false positives) the number of predicted nucleotides that do not overlap the
real ones, tn (true negatives) the number of non-predicted nucleotides that are also
non-real and fn (false negatives) the number of non-predicted nucleotides that are
real.
Sens =
tp
tp + fn
Spec =
tn
tn + fp
ppv =
tp
tp + fp
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CC =
tp · tn − fn · fp
√
(tp + fn)(tn + fp)(tp + fp)(tn + fn)
Sensitivity gives the fraction of known binding site nucleotides that are predicted
and Specificity ppv, the positive predictive value, gives the fraction of predicted site
nucleotides that are known. Specificity for all programs is in the range 97%-100%.
Since the number of allowed predictions per program and the number of implanted
sites are fixed, the three measures are highly correlated and one can deduced if
the other’s variables are given 28. Therefore, we will focus on sensitivity, PPV and
CC in the following. CC is the correlation coefficient, according to the authors,
“the Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation in the particular case of two
binary variables” (Tompa et al., 2005). CC has the advantage to be undefined (in
our diagrams, we have put 0 instead) if a program does not predict any motif. PPV
seems to favor programs that make rather no prediction instead of wrong ones.
Tompa et al. prefer the CC measure in their report.
Given all this, we can easily draw the final results, by summing the scores over
all sequences and calculating how many of the maximum number of positions every
algorithm catched: See Figure 2.6, which seems to show Weeder as a clear winner.
It leads the field in the two more comprehensive measures, CC and PPV. However,
Figure 2.7, with the correlations split by organism, presents a different image when
it comes to metazoans: Performance is much lower for higher eukaryotes, with the
fly being the most extreme example, where many algorithms score less than zero:
Their predictions are completely off the track.
Why is performance different between organisms? Is it due to motif IC, the num-
ber of sequences used or because of different motif lengths? To check this, we
aligned 35 of the 56 site-sequences29 with Meme30.
This should give a good approximation of the real motif’s weight matrix, as the
sequences were very short, only 10-30 basepairs long and could be easily aligned by
28 If the number of allowed predictions tp+fp = p and the number of implanted positions fn+tn = n
are known, it follows: Spec = n−fn
(n−fn)+(p−tp)
. Now Spec does only depend on the variables in Sens
(tp, fn) and the constants p, n.
29 The data of the assessment consists of excerpts from Transfac’s SITE table, i.e. short sequences from
real annotated promotors. They vary in length and often contain a couple of flanking bases. We call
them site-sequences in the following, as they are more than just binding sites.
30 Meme imposes a minimal length on the alignment, therefore, from every organism 3-5 sets could
not be processed (exception: fruitfly, all could be aligned, note that this might skew the data for the
fruitfly in our analysis). We also tried ClustalW, but it could not cope with motifs on the reverse-strand.
This kind of exercise is not motif discovery as treated in the rest of this study: We merely used Meme
as a replacement for ClustalW. There was almost no noise at all in the data, no flanking promotor, only
pure binding sites with some additional bases.
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Figure 2.6.: Results of the motif discovery assessment over all sets
Meme. Figure 2.8 shows the results. They indicate that the motifs used from yeast
were longer than those from the other organisms. Average motif width explains
why the Information Content of the motifs is also lower for human/mouse/fly than
for yeast. The fraction AvgIC
Avglength
is almost identical across all species, roughly 1.0-
1.1 bits/bp (data not shown). The case of the human data set hints that giving
more sequences to the algorithms does not change the results a lot. This is not a
surprise, since noise and computational complexity also increase. Our analysis does
not explain at all, however, why performance is so extremely poor for the fruit fly
data set. We hypothesize that the structure (no core?) of the motifs might play a
role here, but we lack a formula to put the structure of a motif’s conserved positions
into a good score.
Figure 2.8 indicates that motifs of yeast in the assessment were much longer than
those from other species. Is this a bias of the test data or a general rule for yeast?
To check this, we compute the matrix length in Transfac by organism. The result is
plotted in Figure 2.9 and indicates that this is not a general property of yeast but
more a bias in the assessment’s data. It also shows a strange feature of yeast matri-
ces in TRANSFAC: They contain either very long or very short sites, which can not
be expressed by an average value. We have no explanation for this. Unfortunately,
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Figure 2.7.: Results of the assessment by organism
Diagram copied from (Tompa et al., 2005)
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Figure 2.8.: Analysis of the motifs used in the assessment by organism
Avg. Seqs / motifs specifies the average number of sequences in data sets for this model organism
from the assessment; Avg. IC is the average IC of the motifs from this model organism (see notes);
Avg. motif length is these motifs’ average length and Avg. CC is the averaged correlation coefficient in
the assessment over all algorithms, multiplied by 100. IC and length were reported by Meme, CC and
sequence counts were taken from the data in (Tompa et al., 2005) (we always used data from
assessment on basepair-level, not on the “per site”-level).
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Figure 2.9.: Transfac Matrix Length by organism
See figure 1.2 for a general curve
Transfac’s data on yeast is not very comprehensive, it contains only about 50 matri-
ces (see page 16), so this might also be a flaw of the database which is specialized
in eukaryotes.31
The benchmark’s article (Tompa et al., 2005) does not try any explanations why
the results differ. It is a clear contribution of this thesis to compare the inner work-
ings of the algorithms and we can therefore try to derive reasons for their perfor-
mance. The basic setup of the algorithm is not very important. The best candidates
are suffix trees, probabilistic and enumerative methods. They use various kinds of
z-, significance- or IC-derived scores. We were surprised to see that algorithms tai-
lored to yeast did not dominate the field for the yeast data set, see Figure 2.10. We
can hypothesize two other important factors that might have made a difference, but
only the first one is related to the algorithm itself:
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The good scoring of Weeder is interesting, but not very surprising, as it is the only
algorithm that takes into account conserved core positions of motifs, just like motif
31 We did not have enough time to check if the 204 matrices from (Harbison et al., 2004) show the
same properties.
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Figure 2.10.: Ranking of the algorithms by organism
scanners have done since quite a while (Quandt et al., 1995). During the last few
years, most authors neglected the important notion of a core in binding sites. By
“core”, we mean the property that usually some positions in the binding sites don’t
change at all and others can contain any nucleic acid. The core is usually packed
together, so a motif like A.C.G.T.CC.G is not very probable, whereas AACGT....CGTAC
seems biologically more realistic. Therefore, motif positions are not completely in-
dependant of each other, as in the binomial model. However, it’s not the letter itself
that influences its neighbours (like in an HMM) but the degree of conservation of a
letter. The idea of a core was sometimes blankly ignored.32
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The assessment’s authors state that “many of the binding sites catalogued in TRANS-
FAC are unusually long: 31-71 bp in length” and that this “might have a detrimental
effect on measured sensitivity”. Looking at the assessment data as well as TRANFAC,
we cannot confirm this finding and wonder why Tompa et al. regard TRANSFAC’s
32 Example: For Multiprofiler, an anonymous reviewer pointed out to the author Uri Keich that the
positions of known sites from Transfac are often not independant, though this is an assumption of his
software. Uri Keich replied that “the assumption of independence makes the motif-finding problem
harder rather than easier, so it should not be considered a flaw in the algorithm.” (Keich & Pevzner,
2002a). This is obviously quite the contrary. Ignoring an important part of the problem rather degrades
the quality of the scoring function than constituting an advantage.
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SITE table as pure data. The SITEs just collect data from publications, they merely
consitute a list of binding sites with some flanking bases. We see no reason to be-
lieve that a couple of these bases could mislead algorithms very much, as about
2000 basepairs noise were added anyways to the binding sites during the assess-
ment. TRANCSFAC’s MATRIX table, that we used for our binding site length- and
IC-analysis in Figures 1.2 and 1.8, stripped these and reflects the real lengths very
well. When aligning the assessments sites with MEME, we find motifs with similar
lengths as in TRANSFAC, as shown in Figure 2.8.
However, the data from yeast shows well that the motifs length plays a role when
uncovering motifs. Longer motifs are easier to discriminate against the noise and
every basepair counts.
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The authors of the assessment proposed some improvements for the next similar
benchmark: Eliminate real datasets (they can include other, unknown motifs which
might confuse some algorithms, but are not included in the score), consider not only
the very best, but the first, say, three hits and eliminate negative sequence sets.
Some articles suggested before that most of the different search methods lead to
very similar results 33. It seems that even YMF with its simple enumerative approach
can challenge sophisticated samplers (the mouse dataset). In contrast, a good scor-
ing function obviously makes a big difference, as seen with Weeder. The scoring
certainly should include the possibility to compare motifs of different lengths, as
this is never known in a realistic setting. Further ideas for future work are given on
page 99.
33 ´´improved search algorithms will not bring about fundamental improvements” (Frith et al., 2004)
but this seems to be deduced from running only one algorithm with different parameters.
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As can be seen from the preceding chapter, approaches for motif discovery are quite
different. And although there are not too many basic search algorithms, implemen-
tations are plentiful (see Table 2.1).
Having many slightly different methods at hand is a situation very common in
bioinformatics, well known from protein structure prediction, for instance. There,
the competition CASP/CAFASP (Fischer & Rychlewski, 2003) is held every two years
to shed light on the performance of the approaches: Given a certain input set of data
where the result is known and biologically validated, the algorithms are run by their
authors and their output compared to the expected prediction. As it is obvious from
the Tompa-assessment, setting up a competition is not a question of few hours:
• Test data: As there exist different types of data and model organisms, it takes
considerable time to gather sets of test data that are sufficiently comprehen-
sive. The assessment with 52 data sets was already rather small.
• Prepare sequences: Upstream sequences have to be downloaded, cleaned
from repeats and tailored into sets, where known data has to be annotated.
Random-data should be added as a cross-check. This takes time as well, if not
automated by some kind of software. The assessment’s data did still contain
repeats. The organizers left this task to the participants’ teams, which used
different and sometimes no filtering at all, which makes comparing the results
even more difficult.
• Prepare implementations: Algorithms have to be downloaded, compiled and
run. For the comparisons, scripts have to be written, as every program re-
turns results in a different format. Differences in format include: Truncated
sequence names, coordinate changes (zero-based, one-based), coordinate on
negative strand relative to start instead of end of sequence, different kinds of
scores for one single binding site. In addition, some implementations are only
available for a certain operating system, Windows, for example. The assess-
ment asked authors to return their results in a fixed format, so avoided all this
easily.
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• Parameters: Every algorithm has different parameters. Setting these to sen-
sible values involves knowledge of the inner working of the algorithm and
some assumptions about the problem (e.g. biologists never know the strand
to search, so fixing it to some value is usually unrealistic). Setting parameters
has direct influence on the performance, some algorithms can go completely
off the track if not tuned properly: (Poluliakh et al., 2002) tried many different
parameters for Gibbs and Meme. They found out that the default parameters
of the Gibbs Sampler find 0% of the real motifs on their test set, whereas the
best one found up to 80%. Meme’s performance easily doubled when supplied
with the best parameters. This illustrates how crucial the correct parameters
are when running motif discovery programs. The assessment circumvented
this problem by asking authors themselves to run algorithms and supply opti-
mal parameters, which resembles the setup of the CASP-competitions.
• Comparison Measure: All the data has to be saved in one common format to
make comparison possible. Some kind of score has to be created to be able to
compare the results. The assessment used all scores that are known from the
gene-scanner field at the moment.
Automatizing these four steps as well as possible is the aim of Jannotatix. As some
of them need visual inspection of the data (sequence preparation, visualization of
results) a graphical user interface is a necessity.
The assessment done by the Tompa group lead to interesting results but suffers
from some drawbacks: Some groups used manual selection to pick out the best look-
ing motif, the final ranking of the algorithms poses more questions than it answers
and the limitation of only one single motif allowed in the results is not realistic. It
would be interesting to see a comparison on other data sets, for other parameters
and a relaxed notion of what is considered a “hit”, taking into account the best 10
predictions, for instance. But repeating the assessment would mean a lot of time
and work for all people involved.
Actually, every author that develops a new algorithm has to do the same to prove
that his or her one is superior to its predecessors. This is similar to protein structure
prediction or gene scanning. It is why in these fields, some solutions to the prob-
lem of comparing algorithms were found : The gene scanner community is using a
common format (Gene Feature Format (Durbin & Haussler, Year) ) and in structure
prediction there is a ready-made set of scripts available that run algorithms, parse
and compare the results automatically (Bujnicki et al., 2001).
In motif discovery, many biologists would probably like to get a feeling for the
algorithms themselves. They could do this by using their own data and comparing
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predictions manually, like in (Lescot, 2002). But it would clearly be an advantage
to have helper-tools like in the structure prediction community. The whole process
of sequences preparation, sequence cleaning and running algorithms is the same for
a biologist trying to find binding sites as for computer scientists trying to compare
algorithms. Therefore, it seems obvious to automate the whole process, with a
tool that ends tedious script-writing and makes complicated algorithm-execution –
meant for computer scientists anyways – easier to use. It can be used by authors
of algorithms to validate the performances, by everyone to compare algorithms in
some sort of contest and by biologists while working on their own data.
As motif discovery is only one short step in unraveling potential binding sites, it
would be nice to have this step not overcomplicated by rather tedious software and
data format issues. As motif discovery is a field still changing every few months,
the tool should not depend on a central server with a fixed set of algorithms, like
Toucan (Aerts et al., 2003) or SockEye (Montgomery et al., 2004). Tompa et al.
in (Tompa et al., 2005) state the same: “Biologists would be well advised to use
a few complimentary tools in combination rather than relying on a single one”. It
should be possible to extend the platform easily on the local machine, to ´´play”
with the results. As discovery is computationally quite time-consuming, few people
would have the resources to afford running a central server for other people in the
long run. So the solution would be a program that is very flexible, multi-platform,
but still running locally, which should boast some kind of simple interface so that it
can be used by computer scientists and biologists alike.
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Since 1998, the RSA-Tools by Jacques van Helden (van Helden et al., 2000a) (van
Helden, 2003) are an invaluable resource that integrates several motif discovery
programs, an upstream-region-database and postprocessing applications under one
common web-interface. They are tested on biological samples and include a lot of
verification data and interesting tutorials. Unfortunately, they only support yeast.
Imitating RSAT, in 2003/2004 a couple of new tools appeared that integrate sev-
eral algorithms. Mentioned in the last section, Toucan (Aerts et al., 2003) is a
locally installed Java interface but works with a central server located at Leuven
University and supports only the MotifSampler algorithm developed by this group.
Melina (Poluliakh et al., 2003) is a web interface and runs AlignAce, Gibbs Sampler,
CoResearch and Meme, just like the more recent RGSMiner (Huang et al., 2004),
which supports AlignACE, Gibbs and Meme. RgsMiner and Toucan are more ad-
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vanced as they can download sequences automatically and annotate putative sites
from Transfac. Both also try to find recurrent combinations of sites (only pairs at
the moment). Also a web interface and similar to Melina, but really much more
comprehensive with a massive list of 22 supported algorithms is Mogul (Rust et al.,
2003). Unfortunately, it is not publicly accessible yet, due to licence restrictions.
Almost identical to Jannotatix (excluding plugins) is HitPlotter 1 by the same group
that also wrote Sockeye (see below). But HitPlotter is still in very early beta-stage.
Although started as a comparative 3D sequence viewer, Sockeye (Montgomery
et al., 2004), written in Java, now also includes support for motif discovery – Alig-
nACE, Meme, Gibbs, ElPH, MotifSampler and Consensus at the time of writing – and
Multiple Alignment for cross-species comparison as well – MLagan,ClustalW, DiAlign
and more. Given its highly skilled, numerous authors and the very nice interface,
Sockeye will in the long run surpass most other academic tools. Its powerful back-
end architecture called Chinook is a peer-to-peer based system that runs algorithms
on a network of distributed machines, something that no other interface tried yet.
Sockeye and Toucan are now open-source, so they can in theory be tailored to
the user’s needs if he or she has a thorough knowledge of Java, object-oriented-
development and Biojava. Source-code is naturally not intended to be modified by
a user, so adaptation is profoundly difficult, as it is easy to get lost in some 20,000+
lines of code. Chinook is similar to Jannotatix, as it also supports many algorithms
and tries to be flexible but to add a new one, Java programming is still needed.
The only commercial solutions that are known to the author are SRMS
and Atragene’s Pattern Explorer, both appeared at the end of 2003.
SRMS (
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) supports download and clear-
ing of sequences and Gibbs and Meme. Atragene Pattern Explorer
(
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) seems to run some kind of Gibbs Sampler and Transfac
but the company refused to send a demo version of its product.
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Our program Jannotatix tries to combine flexibility and ease of use. It’s main advan-
tage is the concept of plugins, borrowed from very succesful open-source projects
like IBM’s Eclipse. Once the program is run, the user can select the algorithms he
or she prefers. They are then downloaded and installed onto the user’s harddisk
and can be run from the interface. An algorithm can be almost anything: A com-
1 see 	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#	$%!&'"(*),+ , there does not seem to exist many
publications on this software yet.
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piled binary executable, a Java-class2 or a website accepting user input as http-post
requests.
Plugins are written in standard XML that specifies general info about the algo-
rithm, how to run it, what parameters of which type it accepts and how to parse the
results. They can be created using any texteditor and look very similar to a html-
page. Packed into a zip-file together with any accompanying binaries and data, they
represent what we call a Jannotatix plugin, are usually made accessible by putting
them in a plugin list on some webserver and can be installed with the plugin manager
from within the Jannotatix interface.
This interface is a graphical Java application that runs on most operating systems.
It displays the sequences and all features added to it from any of the plugins. It acts
as a central data storage for all predictions, saving and reading standard GFF-files3.
It allows for easy navigation through the features, filtering, separating into tracks
and showing properties associated to features by the plugins.
This GUI can be used independently, without any plugins, as a web-based viewer
for GFF-files. It starts directly from the webbrowser as long as Java is installed.4
The idea was to make it possible for the amino-acids group at Max-Plank-Institute,
Golm, to use the viewer for their own motif annotation system which relies on data
from the Agris-database (Davuluri et al., 2003) of putative binding sites, but this is
still in development.
The algorithm repository on the local machine is a directory which holds all in-
stalled plugins. We currently supply plugins for AlignACE, MotifSampler, PlantCare
and Transfac.5 These can be run from the interface; multi-processor machines are
supported by executing several instances in parallel. For server side use, a single-
processor command-line mode is envisaged and partly implemented, which supports
2 Actually, this is not completely supported yet, as there are few examples written in Java, but the
source code is designed to support it with an abstract interface being supplied.
3 The author chose GFF inspired by Toucan, but at the moment most sequence viewers can read GFF,
like Artemis (Rutherford et al., 2000), Apollo (Lewis et al., 2002) or Sockeye (Montgomery et al.,
2004), and popular web sites like the UCSD Genome Browser or Ensembl, export to GFF. The format
is very simple; on every line, the following data is listed, separated by a tab-character: Sequence-
Name, Source (=Software that generated the feature), FeatureType (e.g. binding site), Startposition,
Endposition, Score, Strand, Frame (not applicable for binding sites), various semicolon-separated tags
(optional)
4 Java Webstart is needed, which is configured by default on Windows but not on Linux. In Linux, the
user has to associate the filetype manually with the Webstart executable that comes with Sun’s Java
Runtime Environment
5 In order to include other programs, someone has to write suitable XML-files. There is a short
example on the Jannotatix-Website how to do this, but no comprehensive documentation of the file
format yet.
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Figure 3.1.: General structure of Jannotatix
the basic functionality from the GUI. The idea here is to use Jannotatix as part of
RGSMiner (Huang et al., 2004) at National Central University, Taiwan, to simplify
incorporation of new algorithms in the future.
The whole process is illustrated by Figure 3.1: Jannotatix is launched from the
web browser. The application starts and displays available sequences with motifs on
them, which can be filtered. When the user selects an algorithm from the repository,
it is run (either locally or on a webserver via an http-request) as described by its
XML-file. The results are again displayed and can be filtered. Automatic sequence
download is envisaged but not implemented yet.
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The source code consists of roughly 170 classes. The relationships between the most
important ones are depicted in Figure 3.6 with the UML. The main class is Aligned-
Sequences. It uses SequenceDB (from BioJava) that stores sequences, which can be
im- and exported to various fileformats, like FastA or EMBL. Every Sequence has an-
notations and an ID associated with it and can store features. The concrete Sequence
in this case is TrackedSequence, derived from BioJavas Sequence-class, which adds
3. Jannotatix - a tool simplifying the work on prediction algorithms
Figure 3.2.: Screenshot: Installation of discovery algorithms made simple
When the program is started for the first time, the user can select the algorithms he wants to install
Figure 3.3.: Screenshot: Running MEME
Parameters are explained by tool tips
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Figure 3.4.: Screenshot: Sequence View
After AlignACE and PlantCARE are run, the results can be explored with the Sequence Viewer, which
shows the sequences and motifs on them. There is a separate track (line) for each program’s results.
In this example, an implanted O2-site (selected and highlighted with a circle) was found by
PlantCARE, but not by AlignACE (the track above).
3. Jannotatix - a tool simplifying the work on prediction algorithms
Figure 3.5.: Screenshot: Motif View
The same data as in the preceding figure, but the motifs are sorted by total Information Content, with
some additional data.
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Figure 3.6.: UML Diagram of Jannotatix’ Main Classes
3. Jannotatix - a tool simplifying the work on prediction algorithms
the notion of a Track: Whenever a feature is added to a TrackedSequence, it is put
into a Track, i.e. a collection of features that originates from the same source (i.e.
program/annotator/algorithm). Every AlignedSequences-object has one TrackMan-
ager that is used whener a new track needs to be created or removed. It assigns
every track to a TrackType (we are still searching for a better name): A TrackType
references all tracks that share the same source from different sequences and con-
tains attributes like color and visibility. Whereas a track relates to only one sequence
and contains many features, a tracktype relates a only one AlignedSequences-Object
and contains many tracks.
SimpleHideableFeature is a highly extended version of BioJava’s SimpleFeature
that contains various attributes, the most important being the Hidden attribute. We
do not change the visibility of features on the screen with BioJava’s Filters, though
they originally were designed for this purpose: They proved to be way too slow.
Instead, a FeatureVisitor is configured with appropriate parameters (e.g. filter out
all features with score < 1.2) and iterates over a collection of features in the back-
ground. Features that share the same ID are grouped into a FeatureAlignment object.
It is in turn assigned to the FeatureAlignments object, one for every TrackType.
An Algorithm is either an external program or run via HTTP, retrieves sequences
from the AlignedSequences object and adds features to its TrackedSequences.
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The user opens a sequence file (AlignedSequences.openFasta). This will create many
TrackedSequences with no features and no track. He or she opens a GFF-file from the
harddisk (AlignedSequences.openGff), where all features have a “Transfac”-source
field: There is no track yet for “Transfac”, so the TrackManager is asked to create
a new TrackType and a Track on every TrackedSequence. A feature consists of the
following data: start-/endposition, strand, sequence, source, various kinds of scores
(depending on source-program) and an alignment-ID. All features with the same
alignment ID constitute a motif.
The features are created, filled with the right attributes from the file, added to the
Tracks and at the same time sorted into the current alignment, according to their
alignment ID. To improve the speed of this process, FeatureAlignments internally
uses a hashed map, to look up very quickly the correct FeatureAligment for a given
alignment ID.
A SequenceViewer is created on the screen. It paints all sequences and features
in their colors as specified by their attributes. When a user clicks onto a feature, a
PropertyViewer is created for it and the alignment is transformed internally into a
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probility distribution from which the LogoViewer calculates and draws the Logo for
this alignment. If the user selects the menu View - Motifs, the MotifViewer will dis-
play all available alignments, sorted by some criterion (Currently Total Information
Content but this can be changed very easily). If the user selects View - Filter, a Fea-
tureVisitor is created and run (A filter on the alignment-level is not yet implemented
but would be more useful than the current feature-based one).
All algorithms are initialized from their XML-files, together with their respective
parsers. If one of them is selected, the AlignedSequences are written to a file (or
to a temporary string, to spool them via HTTP to the algorithm). The Algorithm is
run (key words from its output are used to update the progress bar on the screen).
The parser transforms the final output into a GFF-file which is read again by the
AlignedSequences object.
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Jannotatix’ roughly 12,7506 lines of code would have been never possible with-
out the help of the people from the Biojava mailing lists and heavily rely on a
couple of other open-source projects. Reading and writing XML files is done via
Castor (
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). The format of the plugin files was specified in
an abstract, grammar-like way with XML-schema (
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from which Castor generates classes that are used to read/write the files. Features
and annotations are stored, displayed read and written with modified versions of
Biojava’s (Mangalam, 2002) classes. The whole program makes use of many of
the Commons (
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) libraries from the Apache
Jakarta project, like the command-line mode, the http-client, the logging system or
the configuration-file parsing. Multiprocessor support depends on the libraries from
a well-known book by Doug Lea about Java concurrency (Doug, 1999). The GUI-
part uses the XML-Actions framework to simplify coding all kinds of menus, icons
and buttons (Davidson, 2003).
6 19,000 if the XML-parsers are counted, but these are generated from a grammar by Castor.
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From the more than 250 references in this work, a few ideas emerge that are sum-
marized in the following. We go along more or less with (Helden et al., 1998):
“Our feeling is that in the future the emphasis should be put on incorporation of
most available biological information rather than on the development of elaborated
statistical methods.” As obvious from the list of motif discovery algorithms and the
assessment results, this advice was not really acted on.
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• Does the search method in motif discovery really make a difference? Looking
at the assessment one could be inclined to share the opinion of (Frith et al.,
2004) that, indeed, it does not. This leads to the question why more than 50
articles were published that focus a lot on different search methods and very
few authors tried to improve only the score function and just the score func-
tion using biological examples. Running algorithms with completely different
search methods and putting one common score function for all of them into,
for example, Jannotatix could be used to verify if the search method makes a
difference and put hopefully an end to the torrent of different motif discovery
algorithm implementations.
• Is there really a difference between matrix-based and string-based search? If
all possible IUPAC-symbols are used and information content is calculated on
the strings, the results should be similar. And if strings are applied as seeds
to scan for a profile, results should become nearly identical (Eskin & Pevzner,
2002). Very recent research indicates that the difference is not very high,
probably close to a few percent (Philippakis et al., 2005). In addition, some of
the best scoring methods in the motif discovery assessment were not weight-
matrix based. To verify this, one could scan all of the human genome’s up-
stream sequences (downloadable from UCSD) with Transfac’s MatInspector
with matrices and afterwards with the respective consensus sequences. If there
are no differences, this could at last end the year-long struggle between matrix
and string approaches. Consensus sequences could incorporate the notion of
uppercase/lowercase letters as a way to visualize additional information, as
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proposed by (Eskin, 2004). This could lead to a way to store binding sites
as strings which would be much simpler to handle than matrices but more
expressive than traditional consensi.
• Cross-species data should be read, saved and visualized in a common interface
and data format for Jannotatix. Multiple alignment programs should be inte-
grated as plugins, just like motif discovery programs now. This would necessi-
tate adaptation of the XML plugin file format for a new type, SequenceAlign-
ment. The visualisation of multiple alignments on multiple sequences is, how-
ever, not trivial.
• The question on how to find a TSS on the human genome remains difficult.
Jannotatix could be extended to aid here, displaying all information that is
relevant: TSS-Predictions (like those given by FirstEF/Eponine (see Appendix
B) and ESTs from databases can be shown on a preliminary 20kb upstream-5
kb downstream region that could then further be trimmed by the user.
• With the advent of the chimpanzee genome, a good score function is needed to
improve binding site detection in human-chimpanzee, human-mouse, mouse-
rat alignments. With test data from Transfac, motif discovery and alignment
done with one of the algorithms available in Jannotatix: How can the detec-
tion rate be improved by mixing comparative genomics, discovery and motif?
Using Jannotatix, all these data would be available in one data format, and
various scores could be tested on a combination of different algorithms.
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From the vast literature and the assessment, many ideas can be extracted that could
guide the design of a future algorithm. Most of this is not necessarily difficult to
implement, as few statistical methods are used and even suffix trees are constructed
easily with one of the many C-libraries available.
• Search Method: It should use complete enumeration, with a suffix tree, to
allow long motifs, possibly speeding up the search for trinucleotides as seeds
that are extended in two directions until a good score is found. Obviously, no
kind of spacers are needed for single motifs. The search method should be
flexible, overall design should facilitate its change.
• No parameters: It should be possible to get good results with the default pa-
rameters. Motif length should be tried between two limits.
• Testing the scoring function: The score can be easily tested on motifs that were
obtained from random sequences and on motifs that are directly taken from
4. Directions for future work
Transfac. Any function that separates the two well is a good candidate for a
scoring function.
• Score Limit: “Too good” motifs are not very realistic, they rather indicate re-
peated regions that weren’t filtered out. The score should eliminate too well
conserved motifs, like DMOTIF. One way to achieve this would be the filtering
out motifs whose IC exceeds a certain threshold.
• Negative Score: It should be possible that the algorithm returns negative re-
sults, indicating that no good motif has been found, similar to MOPAC. This
makes interpretation by biologists easier and improved their confidence on the
results. It should return as few motifs as possible on random sequences (the
author acknowledges that this looks very difficult at the moment).
• The Conserved Core: As indicated by the motif discovery assessment, the score
has to take into account motifs that show some kind of conserved core, i.e.
some positions next to each other that stay the same in many sites. Very
probable motifs fullfill this condition, as proven by Weeder’s good perfor-
mance. (Sandelin & Wasserman, 2004) (shown with the Gibbs and AnnSpec-
implementations) already proved that incorporation of typical transcription
factor’s profiles (similar to the matrix families from Genomatix’ Database) does
indeed improve the performance of motif scanning .
• Counting on the Genome: Using the whole set of upstream sequences as the
background to calculate p-values makes much sense, as used by the algorithms
by Jacques van Helden, oligo-/dyad-analysis. With suffix trees, this can be
done very quickly, like in SMILE. It should be possible to score against and
possibly see all instances of a found motif on the genome, like in AlignACE or
the MotifScanner.
• Group specificity (optional): Some kind of group specifity should be part of
a score, similar to ScanACE or dyad-analysis. However, it seems unlikely that
doing this for a single binding site makes much sense for mammalian promot-
ers.
• Comparative Genomics (optional): Conservation in close species should re-
ceive a high weight and is probably the most important signal, as shown by
the recent successful predictions on yeast. Close sequences should be aligned,
blocks of 6-9bp-long stretches highlighted. How to put this into a score is dif-
ficult to estimate at the moment but should be part of an improved version of
the algorithm.
• Performance Validation: With an automated test and validation against the
leading programs of the assessment — Weeder, oligoanalysis, Consensus, YMF
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and MEME — different scores could be easily tried and the best combination
identified. Test sets could be those from the assessment for a start or others,
extracted from Transfac. Like in the assessment, the algorithm should also be
tried on sets with some negative examples, e.g. sequences that don’t contain
the motif, as it is usually the case when working on real biological data.
The result would be a motif discovery algorithm that has been designed from the
ground up along meaningful biological examples. It could be more useful to bi-
ologists than the current implementations and therefore should show a superior
performance in the next assessment.
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The best and most up-to-date review is (Wasserman & Sandelin,
2004). It is a broad overview over most of the general methods and directions of
the field, with obvious practical experiences by the author. Another general one
and very similar to the latter is (Bulyk, 2003). Bearing a slightly misleading ti-
tle, (Zhang, 2002) treats roughly the same issues, with more focus on algorithmi-
cal details and statistical background. (Hoglund & Kohlbacher, 2004) presents the
topic from a more protein-structural-view. Covering just biological topics, (Levine
& Tjian, 2003) gives some good real-world examples of promotor structure in vari-
ous species. (Wray et al., 2003) is a massive 40-pages review with everything about
eukaryotic promoters that can be possibly collected at the moment.
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A basic and readable article about weight
matrices is (Stormo, 2000) or (Stormo, 1990). The problems of consensus se-
quences are mentioned in all publications by Tom Schneider, “googling” his name
should give ample amounts of websites and references. The general problems when
dealing with composite eurcarytic promotors are well explained in the somewhat
older review (Werner, 1999). Practical results from promotor analysis are presented
in (Rombauts et al., 2003) (plants) and (Vanet et al., 1999) (bacteria), where the
latter’s focus lies on more outdated but easy-to-grasp motif discovery methods.
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For streamlined tutorials, refer to the RSA-Tools Tutorials sec-
tion. They include test data and web-interfaces, integrating different tools that can
be tried. Having completed one tutorial gives a feeling for the general process of
extraction and analysis while not overcomplicating issues, as the examples are well-
studied yeast genes.
The company Genomatix
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also has tutorials that focus
on their own software applied to human genes . They are still interesting, since they
highlight the search for combinations of multiple factors.
To see hundreds of links for further work and tutorials that explain most pitfalls
of the complete analysis on higher eukaryotic species’ promotors, Bioinformatics
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is the one and only site
on the web. Permanent updates, experiences for most programs referenced and fast
feedback by the author to any questions makes it an invaluable though little-known
resource when exploring the full width of promotor analysis tools.
(Frazer et al., 2003) is a practical review that explains how to work with human-
mouse comparative analysis tools and what sequences to expect next from the com-
parative genomics program at the National Institutes of Health.
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Motif discovery and scanning alike necessitate the availability of sequences. How-
ever, when working on real examples, we soon found out that this task if far from
trivial. Our experiences are presented in this excursus, since they are not needed for
the discussion of motif discovery algorithms. They might be valuable, though, for
readers with a biological background that want to apply promoter analysis in the
near future.
The definition of “promoter” is rather vague: A region which is full of binding sites
that are needed to express the gene. As long as the binding sites are unknown, it
is hard to delineate the promotor region. Therefore, most promoter analyses rather
concentrate on “upstream” regions, i.e. , the region 5’ of the start of transcription
(Transcription Start Site, TSS). As the start of transcription is often not available due
Figure B.1.: Structure of a gene
Legend: TSS = Transcription Start Site, Exon = gene sequence part that is used for
coding the protein, Intron = gene sequence part that is removed during splicing
and does not code for a protein, UTR=Untranslated Region, CDS=Coding
Sequence, AUG and UGA/UAA/UAG typical start/stop-codons of the coding
sequence
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to the lack of full mRNA-sequences in the databases, we have to rely on the region
5’ of the start of translation, which – for the case of yeast, bacteria or plants – is
rather close, separated from the TSS only by a usually short “untranslated region”
(UTR). The UTR is a section in front of the coding sequence which is not translated.
The start of translation is then much easier to determine, as we simply can take the
protein sequence for this gene, re-convert the amino acids to nucleic acids, align
them onto the genome and search the beginning. These data is all readily avail-
able in most genome databases and can be simply viewed on genome browser as a
graphic and accessed via special APIs (see Figure B.1, taken from the Genomatix.de-
tutorials, for an illustration of all these terms).
However, the UTR can get very long for high eukaryotes, like humans. In addition,
evidence suggests that in 40% of human genes, the first exon is non-coding and in
60% the distance to TSS can be up to 1000 bps. (Davuluri et al., 2001) So for more
complex species, we can align the protein sequences, but when taking the upstream
2kb-region, will extract mostly Exon 1 and UTR. They might contain binding sites
sometimes, but it is not the region we are interested in.
Therefore, for high eukaryotes, one really should predict the promoter by different
means. Traditional gene scanners won’t be a help here, as they only try to separate
coding from non-coding regions. There are various other options but they are all far
from being very accurate:
• First Exon Predictions: It seems that first exons can be predicted by similar
means as genes, exploiting composition and special features attributed to them
in a statistical way, like counting certain words, calculating GC-content and the
like. FirstEF can find roughly 86% of the first exons (Davuluri et al., 2001).
The problem of the 5’-UTR still persits, however.
• TSS and Promoter Predictions: Promotor Inspector uses a heurisic based on
combinations of basal binding sites and will find about 50% of human pro-
moters. (Scherf et al., 2000) Similar programs are available that try to predict
TSS. Improbizer (Scherf et al., 2000) has about the same sensitivity as Pro-
moter Inspector, just like McPromoter (Ohler et al., 2002). The newer Dragon
Gene Start Finder can improve sensitivity to 65%. (Bajic & Seah, 2003) Us-
ing sequences from multiple species, one can increase this figure by some de-
gree, like the PromH-program (Solovyev & Shahmuradov, 2003). See (Werner,
2003) for a comparison and review of these and other methods.
• Aligning ESTs, manually: Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) are short oligonu-
cleotides that result from experiments where the biologist simply wants to
identify a certain RNA-sequence. They are the quick-and-dirty assembly of the
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sequences at both ends of a given RNA. ESTs are stored in the usual genome
databases in high numbers and are displayed in most genome browsers. By in-
specting a gene’s upstream region and displaying all ESTs below the sequence,
biologists can try to guess where the gene really starts. It will usually be a part
upstream of the start of translation, where a couple of similar ESTs align well.
Many other ones are often scattered over a long stretch of DNA, since the orig-
inal RNA is very fragile: broken RNA will lead to an EST that was not located
at the end of the RNA but somewhere in the middle of it. A biologist’s intu-
ition is needed to find out, which ESTs are valuable and which should rather
be ignored. So this method is time-intensive and requires experience and luck.
• Aligning ESTs, automatic: The whole process can of course be automated.
Special programs exist that extract all necessary data from Genbank, align
all ESTs and try to find a position which is either most 5’ of many ESTs or
which regroups the highest number of them close to it. They then return the
upstream part of the predicted position up to a certain length. However, luck
is still part of the game and the fact that many ESTs align well at a certain
position can also mean that the RNA tends to break at certain places that are
more fragile than the surrounding parts. It does not necessarily mean that the
TSS is more likely to start here than at some other place.
Tools in this field either align EST-data on the human genome, like FIE2
(Chong et al., 2003) and Promoser (Halees et al., 2003), or on genbank-
records, like PEG (Zhang & Zhang, 2001).
• Annotated TSS: The RefSeq list of genes (Pruitt & Maglott, 2001) is a cu-
rated database that lists a “standard”-sequence for most human genes of
interest. By collecting evidence from literature, the RefSeq-team tries to
annotate genes and therefore also their start, the TSS. All upstream se-
quences from all human RefSeq genes are available as one big file, up-
dated every few months, from the UCSC genome browser website. Another
option is Ensmart (Kasprzyk et al., 2004) , which extracts batches of se-
quences, tailored to the users needs, or EZ-Retrieve (Zhang, 2002). As can
be seen by the next paragraph though, RefSeq is not very accurate in many
cases. The company Genomatix (
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) combines Ref-
Seq, PromoterInspector- or proprietary-comparative predictions and aligned
ESTs for its Promoter-Database, to improve accuracy.
• Full mRNA Database: DBTSS (Suzuki et al., 2002) (Suzuki et al., 2001) is a
database that stores mRNA sequences obtained by a new method which is sup-
posed to be more reliable than its predecessors. In addition, being conducted
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centrally and almost in the same way, the experiments are more comparable
than ESTs, originated from all around the world. DBTSS is very likely the
most reliable way to determine a TSS: 34% of RefSeq’s entries could be cor-
rected by it. However, at a size of 9000 records, DBTSS is far from covering all
25.000 human genes, so other methods will still be used for a while. We don’t
know how much of DBTSS’s corrections have already been incorporated into
the public databases at the moment. MGC is also a database that contains full
length mRNA sequences but seems to be slighly smaller and, to the best of our
knowledge, does not offer to download upstream regions directly. (Strausberg
et al., 2002)
• Promoter Databases: If one is very lucky, the respective promoter has al-
ready been analyzed and verified with experiments. The Eukaryotic Promoter
Database (Périer et al., 1998) comprises some 2500 human and 200 plant
promoters collected from literature and – since very recently (Schmid et al.,
2004) – also derived from MCG/DBTSS. PRESTA (Mach, 2002) extends older
promoters from genbank with ESTs. All these sources should be consulted,
as their results do not necessarily overlap and are of similar quality. (Schmid
et al., 2003)
The whole process gets more complicated by the fact that many genes are sup-
posed to have multiple possible TSS and promoters. Genomatix, e.g., claims that
28% of human genes have alternative promotors (Genomatix, 2004). The many
different ESTs, visible by small lines in the genome browsers, might reflect this situ-
ation better than thought before. However, working on this in silico on a large-scale
is rather new; there are no benchmarks and little experience with it. We therefore
have the impression that the prospects for applying motif discovery successfully to
human or mouse sequences look dim at the moment, but the recent and ongoing
improvements of promoter databases might change this very soon, though mostly
for human and mouse genes. Not as much for the fruitfly, where the author assumes
that recent sequencing efforts will soon pave the way for comparative promotor
prediction.
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